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Abstract

In a world dominated by headlines on climate change, population expansion, economic 
issues and social dilemmas, it seems hardly surprising that landscape architects are now 
often being called upon to design landscapes that support sustainability rather than just 
provide visual appeal. Sustainable design is increasingly pushed as a planning tool in 
urban areas to solve these issues at a local scale.  Industrial sites, with their association 
with pollution and degradation, should be a significant target of this movement towards 
sustainable design. Industrial sustainability needs to focus on not only environmental 
issues but on social and economic sustainability as well, to ensure they survive and thrive. 
A new shift in the approach to sustainable landscape design within an industrial context 
could generate a more holistic sustainability.

Human behaviour is recognized as an important element of sustainability, as people often 
contribute regularly to unsustainable practices. Changing behaviour through design, 
psychological applications, and organisational manipulation can alter how people view 
sustainability and how they behave in their environments. Positive social interactions 
can improve personal well-being, environmental awareness and care, and aesthetic 
perception; which can be utilised to increase sustainable behaviour and attitude. This can 
be used to advance the overall sustainability within an industrial context.
 
A design methodology has been developed around the concept that positive social 
interactions can improve sustainability by altering people’s behaviour and attitude. 
Through the design of an industrial landscape using a social framework, the project 
tests whether the social methodology works successfully to improve the site’s level of 
sustainability through an increase in the quantity and quality of social interactions.
 
Harbourside Business Park was chosen to test the design methodology. This site is 
situated within the industrial precinct of Rosebank Peninsula in Auckland and is composed 
of medium to light industry types. The site provides a wide range of opportunities and 
limitations from topography to management. 

The proposed landscape design outcome aims to improve and increase social interaction 
by encouraging visual and physical connectivity and providing opportunities for 
engagement between people and their environment, with the goal of increasing site 
sustainability.
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1. Introduction

Context

In a world dominated by headlines on climate change, population expansion, economic issues 
and social dilemmas, it seems hardly surprising that landscape architects are now often being 
called upon to design landscapes that support the remediation of critical issues rather than 
just provide visual appeal. Sustainable design is increasingly pushed as a planning tool in 
growing urban areas as a way to compensate and mediate the issues arising from growing 
urbanisation. For westernised nations, industry is one of the building blocks of the modern 
economy and an important part of everyday life. Industry provides for the production 
of commodities and the provision of products and services (“Industry”, 2013). Industrial 
landscapes are an integral part of the urban environment and are often perceived as centres 
of degradation. Rejuvenation of these landscapes in a sustainable manner can aid industry in 
adapting to the new global context.

Within New Zealand the biggest industrial activities include agricultural, horticultural, 
forestry, mining and fishing industries (“Industrial Structure and Principal Economic Sectors”, 
2013). Outside of these main industrial activities the “…service (i.e. tertiary) sector dominates 
production and employment, with the share of manufacturing (secondary) and resource 
(primary) industries diminishing. Most industries are technologically sophisticated, relying on 
– by world standards – a skilled workforce” (Easton, 2013, p. 1). This wide range of industry 
is important to ensuring New Zealand’s economic success. In New Zealand, it is common 
practice to place industry nearby important transport routes (“Draft Auckland Unitary Plan”, 
2013) such as sea, motorway, train and in close proximity to urban centres. 

Industrial centres usually have a wide variety of different commodities and services within 
their realms. These areas are often developed with a purely economic focus leading to an 
eclectic mix of buildings, landscapes and users. This mix is often considered unappealing in 
appearance, noisy and polluting. As big cities such as Auckland expand they tend to push 
these less attractive areas of industry further out to the edges, which leads to those inner city 
areas of industry struggling to pull in the clients and economically thrive. It is important to 
understand that there are various “levels” of industry with corresponding assumptions about 
noise, pollution, visual aesthetics and other concerns. Within Auckland there are definitions 
for these “levels”. Light industry does “…not generate significant unpleasant or noxious odour, 
dust or noise emissions. This includes light manufacturing, production, logistics, storage, 
transport and distribution activities” (“Draft Auckland Unitary Plan”, 2013, p.33). And heavy 
industry “…may produce unpleasant or noxious odour, dust and noise emissions… buildings 
are expected to have a mainly functional standard of amenity” (‘Draft Auckland Unitary Plan’, 
2013, p.34).

Sustainability is more than a modern catch phrase and is an important design philosophy 
across a range of disciplines including landscape architecture. According to New Zealand’s 
Ministry for the Environment “…sustainability is about meeting the needs of today, without 
adversely impacting on the needs of tomorrow. As a term it can be applied across a range 
of areas, such as the environment, society and the economy” (“Sustainability: a definition”, 
2014, para. 1). As concerns about the global environment and economy increase, the built 
environment needs to become more sustainable (Sandler, 1997; Van der Leeuw, 2012). 
Landscape architects, as contributors to development, are increasingly called to design 
landscapes that improve conditions in order to provide a better environment both now and 
in the future.

Industry and its business practice and environmental context are increasingly the focus of 
debate around global sustainability due to both perceived and real harmful environmental 
effects (Evans, 2009).  Sustainable industrial practice is being increasingly promoted both 
globally and in New Zealand to improve current conditions and prepare for the future. As 
New Zealand’s Ministry for the Environment states in their description of sustainable industry, 
“…sustainability is the practice of making things able to continue indefinitely. This means 
thinking about tomorrow today, and also thinking about economic, social, and environmental 
trends, risks, and opportunities” (“Sustainable industry”, 2014, para. 2). Landscape architects 
have been involved in the concept of sustainable industry through various business park 
designs such as Highbrook in Auckland and in the remediation and redevelopment of post-
industrial sites such as Westergasfabriek in Holland.
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Research Question

“How can landscape architects advance sustainability
    within industry through the use of social interaction 

and behaviour?”

Rationale
As landscape architects focus on sustainable design, much of the emphasis is on 
environmental improvement. However, a comprehensive approach to sustainability 
encompasses social and economic issues as well as environmental. Using a primarily social 
approach to improve site sustainability provides a different method for landscape architects 
to design industrial landscapes.

Research throughout a range of disciplines establishes that social experiences have 
widespread effects on both an individual and a collective’s environment. It is suggested that 
behaviour can become more sustainable through the understanding of why and how people 
participate in environmentally negative or positive behaviours (Manning, 2009). Altering 
and/or influencing behaviour to be more sustainable is one way to improve environmental 
conditions and also has the potential to affect economic sustainability.

Economic sustainability can be partly generated through a focus on attracting new and better 
companies, increasing open space and utilising green infrastructure. An attractively designed 
environment brings in better companies and improves local economics; more open space 
ensures happier people (employees included) to improve productivity; green infrastructure 
can function fairly independently and financially saves money over time. All of these can be 
the design responsibilities of landscape architects. Economic sustainability is about returns 
on the investments made. 

Social interaction and engagement are important in all environments, particularly work places 
such as those provided by industrial parks. Personal experience within social situations can 
affect health, well-being, behaviour and attitude. These characteristics can be used to help 
design positive engagement and experience. Positive social interactions have been proven to 
benefit both employees and employers both physically and mentally. Social interactions affect 
physical health, and by creating positive interactions within a work place they can improve 
work engagement and recovery (Heaphy, 2008). Happier employees perform at a higher level 
and are more productive, which improves economic and business outcomes.

Much of the information on designing social interaction and engagement is about perception 
and the human mind. The concept of designing social interactions is often focused on 
bringing people together within a space. Getting people to meet within a location and 
therefore engage with the location and other people is an important aspect. Aesthetics are a 
factor in the design of social interaction as most people as a general rule will not engage or 
stay within a space that is not visually appealing. There are several social elements suggested 
that can be designed to change behaviour. These include enhancing personal relevance, 
revealing hidden information, creating opportunities, and the use of other events to create 
change (Manning, 2009). Design interventions can be used to promote positive social 
engagement and sustainable behaviour (Cummings, 2012; Thwaites, 2010).
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Application
The site chosen to explore for this thesis is Harbourside Business Park, part of the industrial 
precinct of Rosebank Peninsula in Auckland, New Zealand. Harbourside Business Park and 
the local Rosebank Business Association are looking to improve the commercial value of 
the business precinct through a variety of methods, one of which is improving the area’s 
aesthetics and landscape. This project aims to work with Harbourside Business Park’s Body 
Corporate to help them achieve their aesthetic and landscape management goals through 
the research and outcomes of this thesis.

Rosebank Peninsula is an industrial site situated within an estuarine environment that 
has a high level of biodiversity. Industry in the Rosebank area seems to be here to stay as 
evidenced by the draft Auckland Unitary Plan. Within Auckland, industry is specified to only 
occur in specific locations. Rosebank Business Precinct is such a location (zoned as industrial 
in all plans), likely because of the close proximity to the North-Western motorway and the 
current industrial zone. 

This goal is to use Harbourside Business Park as a test site for the concept of a set of design 
interventions focusing on social interaction to increase industrial sustainability. Ultimately 
they will be also easily implemented across the broader Rosebank Peninsula and in industrial 
sites globally.
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2. Research
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2. Research

Extensive literature and project research was performed around the concepts and questions 
pertaining to the improvement of sustainability within industry and how landscape architects 
can use social interactions and engagement as an approach to achieving these goals. This 
literature review summarises and critiques literature around social interactions, sustainability, 
and industry and ultimately frames the discussion in terms of landscape architecture.

The results of this literature investigation fell under three main headings that more 
thoroughly dissect my proposal.
     - 1. Social Involvement and the Landscape
     - 2. Environmental and Economic Sustainability
     - 3. Landscape Architecture and Industry

The methods used to investigate were:
     - Selecting appropriate journal articles
     - Researching other theses
     - Sourcing books in landscape architecture and related fields
     - Examining real projects that have been built and competition entries
These were read and relevant information identified and critiqued.
 

1. Social Involvement and the Landscape
Throughout history people have been involved in the landscape in a wide variety of ways, 
from recreation and relaxation to removal of resources and urban development. Through 
education, culture and personal experience people develop a perception of the natural and 
built environment that guides their opinions and actions. These can be either negative or 
positive and generate personal emotional responses. 

Interactions and engagement occur between people no matter where the location might 
be. The only mandatory instigator is that there is more than one occupant of the location. 
Anything from eye contact to direct contact with another person can be considered 
engagement. However, both individuals and groups will interact and engage with their 
environment in some form. There is really no stopping this as even walking across the lawn 
could be considered environmental interaction.

People are much more likely to look after and care for the landscape if they have a positive 
association or emotion, whether generated by the environment or other people. But 
sometimes a landscape architect may need to work towards changing perceptions to 
generate a positive social and landscape outcome. 

1.1 Aesthetics and Ecology

“Messy Ecosystems, Orderly Frames”
By Joan I. Nassauer

This provides theoretical framework on a method of using visual aesthetics to improve 
ecological environments. Nassauer begins with the assumption that most people view 
healthy, functioning ecology as disorderly and unappealing. Landscape architects have an 
important role in bringing together the scientific understanding of ecology and people’s 
perceptions of landscape and nature as shaped by cultural conventions. Her proposal “…
requires placing unfamiliar and frequently undesirable forms inside familiar, attractive 
packages. It requires designing orderly frames for messy ecosystems” (Nassauer, 1995, p.161). 
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Nassauer suggests that using elements of order can help people to relate to and appreciate 
an ecological landscape. She warns of the possible danger of hiding or disguising ecological 
functions as people would therefore never become aware of their presence and importance 
in the landscape. 

“Cues to human care, expressions of neatness and tended nature, are inclusive symbols by 
which ecologically rich landscapes can be presented to people and can enter vernacular 
culture. Working from vernacular culture is necessary to infiltrating everyday acts of 
landscape change and ultimately achieving radically innovative pervasive landscape 
structure” (Nassauer, 1995, p. 163).

Elements of care or visual signs of maintenance can help people to change their views and 
perspectives on what is aesthetically appealing and generate ecological appreciation. Some of 
the features that can be utilised to help guide viewers toward an ecological aesthetic are:

• Flowering plants and trees
• Wildlife feeders and houses
• Bold patterns
• Trimmed shrubs, plants in rows, linear planting designs
• Fences, architectural details, lawn ornaments, painting
• Foundation planting (Nassauer, 1995, p. 168)

“For new forms of ecologically rich landscapes to be sustained, the forms must be recognized 
and perpetuated by people in everyday situations, maintaining the landscape and creating 
their own landscapes. Designing orderly frames is one way of using the vernacular language 
of landscape to create greater ecological quality” (Nassauer, 1995, p. 169). 

Nassauer finishes by concluding that incorporating traditional well maintained elements into 
the landscape can introduce people to the ecological aesthetic without covering its purposes.

This is an older piece and there is generally a much wider acceptance of ecology in many 
places as it has become increasingly incorporated into the built environment. There are 
still those who see it as unattractive in its natural state though. Nassauer was one of the 
pioneers in generating the designed and ordered appearing ecology frequently found in 
landscapes now. The suggestions presented for encouraging ecological aesthetics, such as 
trimmed hedges, could be considered a bit outdated or the current “norm”, but the principle 
of demonstrating care to appeal to people is still highly relevant as people still relate it to 
positive aesthetics. 

Placing Nature: Culture and Landscape Ecology
Edited by Joan I. Nassauer

People and nature need to work together, but the question is how this might work and what 
the appropriate relationships are. This book is a compilation of essays and articles about 
this balance between culture and nature through a range of different professional practices 
such as landscape architecture, ecology and history. The primary focus is on ecology and 
the several key aspects of culture that affect ecological health. These include: aesthetic 
experience, ecological experience, landscape care and traditions of land ownership and 
development.

“Cultural Sustainability: Aligning Aesthetics and Ecology” by Joan I. Nassauer proposes 
that people are emotionally attached to “beautiful” landscapes and people’s perceptions 
of attractive landscapes are shaped by cultural traditions. She emphasizes that although 
a landscape can appear beautiful and pristine, that doesn’t necessarily equate to it being 
ecologically sound. Most landscapes that are considered appealing and attractive share a 
feeling of being cared for. 

“Nearly all landscapes are judged and enjoyed according to the degree that they clearly 
exhibit care. In a wild landscape, care might be shown by the absence of trash or signs of 
human occupation. In most settled landscapes, care is shown by neatness. Cultivated fields 
are expected to have straight rows and no weeds. Farmers who allow weeds in their fields 
risk being seen as lazy or poor managers. A neat and tidy lawn is so expected that we have 
ordinances to force conformity upon those who do not take care of their lawns properly” 
(Nassauer, 1997, p. 68).

It’s suggested that there is a need for ecologically healthy landscapes that also appear 
attractive to the general population to reduce ecological damage under the label of beauty. 
This leads to the concept of “cultural sustainability” (Nassauer, 1997, p. 69), meaning people 
are responsible for ecological survival. “Landscapes that are ecologically sound, and that also 
evoke enjoyment and approval, are more likely to be sustained by appropriate care over the 
long term” (Nassauer, 1997, p. 69).

There is a need to develop a link between aesthetics and an ecological landscape. Ecology 
within design should become an inherent part of development and come as a result of 
cultural necessity. The idea of using aesthetics to shape experience can generate an increased 
understanding of ecology and gradually result in the cultural identification of ecology as 
aesthetically pleasing. “An aesthetic of care” (Nassauer, 1997, p. 74) as Nassauer calls it, 
refers to the idea of managed landscapes visually appealing to people. This often leads to the 
maintenance of landscapes with the goal of being acceptable within a community.  Care can 
be both beneficial towards the acceptance and enhancement of ecology while at the same 
time can destroy it in other situations.
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Landscape architecture can serve to unite ecology and aesthetics through design. There are 
three proposed ways this can be done:
• Utilise visual appearance of landscapes to demonstrate ecological health
• Design to protect or reveal obvious ecological processes
• Use elements of highly maintained landscapes to provide the cultural aesthetics that  
 people relate to.
The utilisation of designs that encourage cultural maintenance of ecological functions 
through visual aesthetics is a way to increase global ecological health within the landscape.

Similar to “Messy Ecosystems, Orderly Frames” this Nassauer chapter focuses on encouraging 
a relationship between people and ecology. It is far more important that ecology is healthy 
and functions correctly than just looks good. But people don’t always accept that disorderly 
appearance so one must increase aesthetics through the use of maintained landscapes and 
similar while revealing ecological processes to create a better relationship. If you appreciate 
the landscape, you’ll care for it. From personal observation and other literature this rings 
true. People tend to be apathetic if they don’t like something - unless they passionately hate 
it. A very good piece.

The “Beauty that Requires Health” by Marcia Muelder Eaton, discusses the relationship 
between nature and people through an aesthetic landscape experience. Her purpose is to 
link people’s aesthetic perceptions to the experience of nature and ecology. Knowledge 
of ecology can help to generate an increased positive aesthetic reaction to ecological 
landscapes; however a balance between ecology and aesthetics is needed to achieve 
increased sustainability and sustainable actions.

Eaton suggests that aethetics influence ecology and sustainability (Nassauer, 1997). Eaton’s 
premise is that elements that attract repeated attention over long periods of time exact the 
most aesthetic influence on people. The issue is raised that aesthetic experience is really only 
generated by some sort of visual or physical experience, but that much of ecological process 
is unseen in the background, therefore meaning it does not generate a form of aesthetic 
experience. However, utilising knowledge to influence design aesthetics and balance the 
appearance between healthy landscapes and beautiful landscapes can improve ecological 
aesthetic experience. 

Landscape architects have been criticized in the past for just making things look good while 
covering up actual problems and issues and also separating nature and people. The goal of 
incorporating aesthetic values with ecology is to increase sustainability. 

“If landscape architects are to take advantage of aesthetic values as they design ecologically 
sound landscapes, then they must make the aesthetic properties accessible. Ecologically 
sustainable landscapes will only be possible if due attention is given to the cultural values that 
determine people’s choices and actions” (Nassauer, 1997, p. 101).

Eaton proposes a way for designers to utilise aesthetics in a way that enhances its 
relationship with ecology. This is by providing clear cues to those present where aesthetics 
values have been implemented in a landscape in a site specific manner. Ideally a landscape 
would clearly demonstrate aesthetic and ecological properties in a way that is clearly 
connected. This is partially dependent on people’s knowledge of a place and educating them 
to understand the cues that are presented to them. The result would be a clear link between 
the aesthetic values and ecological soundness to improve overall sustainability.

Though complementary to the two Nassauer works, Eaton’s suggestion that aesthetic 
perception is generated through visual and physical experience could be disputed. What 
about cultural conditions, knowledge and emotion? These could also influence an individual’s 
aesthetic preference. However, the main premise and concept of providing aesthetic cues 
that increase appreciation for ecological landscapes is relevant and important. Perhaps the 
use of aesthetic cues as generated by experience, emotion, culture and knowledge could be 
tailored and used within specific sites to create this visual ecological connection.
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Ecological Design and Planning
Edited by George F. Thompson and Frederick R. Steiner
Chapter: “Ecology and the Urban Aesthetic” 
By Mark Johnson

“Ecology and the Urban Aesthetic”, a chapter by Mark Johnson, discusses the relationship 
between ecology and aesthetics within the urban environment (Johnson, 1997) from 
the angle of landscape architecture practice. Johnson (1997) proposes “…that landscape 
architecture is more art than science, that the solution is in the problem, and that many 
points of view must survive a challenging dialogue before a synthesis is reached” (p. 167). 

“More than from any particular theory or process of design, we feel that built form should 
be an expression of the personal relationships of the people who create the design with the 
people who will use it. The medium for this connection can take many forms, but it must 
derive from values that are common, purposeful, evocative, and emotional” (Johnson, 1997, 
p. 168). 

The modern urban environment is conceived as a network of infrastructure with an emphasis 
on a clean and tidy aesthetic. Traditionally, the city has allowed ecological elements to 
dissipate to create an environment that meets traditional cultural aesthetic conventions. 
Despite attempts to integrate nature into the urban realm it has not yet been achieved.

Johnson maintains that landscape architecture is an art, not a science, and that the discipline 
“…is seeking still to find our traditions when the world demands that we find invention” 
(Johnson, 1997, p. 171). He then takes a look at the contemporary arts and the theory behind 
them. This leads to a discussion of landscape design as a way of creating a sense of place 
and evoking emotions, experience and personal revelations. It also works to change people’s 
perceptions about ecological aesthetic through the use of landscapes with multiple layers of 
meaning and demonstrates clear signs of care and use. Landscape designs should be open 
ended with the ability to be perceived uniquely by different users.

“Landscape architects must create an aesthetic that brings the natural landscape into the 
conventional notions of beauty in the city. Basically, this means initiating revision of the public 
taste” (Johnson, 1997, p. 181). As a discipline, landscape architecture needs to find a balance 
between common aesthetic tastes, an unreal tokenistic ecology, and actual functioning 
ecological process. The designer’s role is to find the way to bring ecology back into the city 
while meeting and changing aesthetic conventions.

Once again, here is a discussion about the relationship between aesthetics and ecology. 
Johnson takes a slightly different approach and suggests that landscape architects should 
be utilising artistic methods to create an ecological aesthetic. Landscapes should be a 
result of relationships between people and their environment. This makes sense, as social 
relationships give people a better aesthetic perception, which can be applied to the creation 
of an ecological aesthetic. The concept of using people, art and ecology to create an open 
ended designed landscape that appeals to a wide range of people is a fabulous idea, 
especially in an industrial or ecological context.

Application
These pieces address the acceptance of ecology in the landscape. Visual aesthetics are 
an important aspect of people’s acceptance and appreciation of their environment and 
sometimes landscape architects need to alter the landscape to help generate positive 
reactions. Aesthetics and their reactions can be considered a social type of interaction 
with the landscape. Ecology is widely considered as critical to environmental sustainability, 
as stated in the literature above, and should be incorporated in the landscape. Nassauer 
and Eaton recognize that although ecology is necessary to the creation of a sustainable 
environment it’s often thought of as ugly, messy, and visually undesirable. They are 
proposing methods of changing people’s perceptions of ecology and generating an increased 
acceptance of the visual appearance and incorporation of ecology through landscape design.

Rosebank Peninsula is considered an aesthetic nuisance with its disparate buildings and a 
feeling of lack of care. The locations context is ecologically significant with a marine reserve 
full of mangroves, fish, and birds. Unfortunately it has been highly polluted and struggles 
with acceptance from the local industry. In Harbourside Business Park, the mangroves are 
deemed ugly and unattractive and the body corporate has been lobbying Auckland council 
to remove some of them. If they can’t get rid of them they want to hide them. The entire 
Rosebank Business Precinct ultimately wants a better aesthetic experience, with little to no 
interest in ecology and environmental sustainability. 

Designing Harbourside Business Park in a way that changes ecological aesthetic experience 
could help to achieve both an environmentally sustainable site as well as one that visually 
appeals to the occupants and users. There are already elements of care on the site, including 
mowed lawns adjacent to the existing ecological edge, but physical experience is limited. 
The concept of using elements of care and highly maintained landscapes while revealing the 
importance of ecology is somewhat present on the existing site. However, it could have been 
much better thought out and certain features are very isolating, which can lead to a negative 
physical experience. Maybe an updated concept of “cues of care” could be integrated while 
making ecological processes more aesthetically oriented rather than just some bush and 
mangroves on the site’s edge. Physical experience of ecology could also help to change 
people’s perceptions of the site.
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1.2 Social Interactions

Positive Social Interactions and the Human Body at Work: Linking Organizations and 
Physiology
By Emily D. Heaphy and Jane E. Dutton

Human physiology is linked to positive social interactions and this affects people within a 
work environment. It is proposed that work places should create and facilitate positive social 
interactions to benefit employees both physically and mentally (Heaphy & Dutton, 2008).The 
aim of this paper is to 

“…build on twenty years of research to show that positive social interactions at work have 
beneficial physiological effects. We propose pathways through which the physiology of 
positive social interactions builds human capacity and pathways through which organizations 
shape the physiology of employees by creating, facilitating, or minimizing opportunities for 
positive social interactions” (Heaphy & Dutton, 2008, p. 137). 

Essentially social interactions affect physical health, and creating positive interactions within 
a work place can improve work engagement and recovery.

This paper initially looks at the effect of positive social interactions on the cardiovascular and 
immune systems as well as other ways social interactions affect physical health. 

“To capture this more finely grained form of health, we propose that positive social 
interactions build people’s physiological resourcefulness by fortifying the cardiovascular, 
immune, and neuroendocrine systems through immediate and enduring decreases in 
cardiovascular reactivity, strengthened immune responses, and healthier hormonal patterns. 
As we argued above, these physiological responses increase the body’s ability to build, 
maintain, and repair itself during times of rest and to deal more easily with challenges when 
they occur” (Heaphy & Dutton, 2008, p. 150).

Theory and research are used to create the claim that through positive social interactions, the 
effect on health, work performance and recovery is improved. They then propose ways that 
organisations can improve social interactions within the work place to increase performance 
and resourcefulness. Here are the propositions:

1. “The physiological resourcefulness generated during positive social interactions   
 facilitates the work recovery process and, over time, contributes to better physical   
 health.
2. The physiological resourcefulness generated in positive social interactions contributes  
 to higher levels of physiological resources for engagement in a work role.  
3. The greater the extent of relational socialization practices used in an organization (or  
 unit), the greater the level of physiological resourcefulness of employees.
4. The greater the extent of relational meeting practices used in an organization (or unit), 
 the greater the level of physiological resourcefulness of employees.

5. The stronger the relational identity orientation of an organization, the greater the level  
 of physiological resourcefulness of the organization’s employees.
6. The more a leader is relationally attentive, the greater the level of employee   
 physiological resourcefulness.
7. The more leaders cultivate and spread relational images, the greater the level of   
 physiological resourcefulness of employees” (Heaphy & Dutton, 2008, p. 152-154).

The authors conclude, 

“We link physiology and social interactions together by establishing that social interactions 
at work, whether brief connections or enduring relationships, have physiological correlations 
and effects. We can then see how the physiological resourcefulness built in positive social 
interactions shapes microorganizational behavior, such as engagement and work recovery, 
and how organizations shape employees’ bodies by providing (or failing to provide) 
opportunities for these positive social interactions to occur” (Heaphy & Dutton, 2008p. 157).

This is not directly related to landscape architecture, industry or sustainability. However, 
it outlines some of the positive results and improved behaviour that can result from social 
interactions that are positive. The identified improvements in people and the effect in the 
work place could be instigated by the landscape and also could work to improve social, 
economic and environmental sustainability. The use of positive interactions as identified here 
as in the work place could also be taken outside.
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“A Study of Outdoor Interactional Spaces in High-Rise Housing”
By Shu-Chun Lucy Huang

This study investigates the social interactions that can and do occur in the landscapes 
found around high-rise housing and how these can be improved through design. High-rise 
development often has little communal space, so those available need to utilised as well as 
possible. Landscape activity can be described as optional, necessary, or social (Huang, 2004) 
and this study primarily focuses on social activities. Everything from playing to eye contact 
can be considered social and these types of activities are most likely to happen in areas 
where there is good access and in a central location. It is suggested that high-rise housing 
sites have these qualities, and through utilising this opportunity for social activity and 
interactions, urban livability can be improved.

Certain design elements have been identified as beneficial in improving social interactions 
within a communal space. These include seating, play areas, vegetation, availability of art/
performance space, and water features (Huang, 2004). Looking at these and similar concepts, 
and how they can be used and manipulated within the design of high-rise communal areas, 
will provide information on how social interactions can be improved within high density living 
situations. 

The study analysed 3 high-rise communal spaces in Taiwan for social interactions in relation 
to the location of landscape elements. The types of interaction, and people participating in 
them were also looked at. It was observed that areas of significant visual landscape and those 
of prescribed activity generated the most social interactions at these locations. Findings 
about social interaction within these spaces was compiled and resulted in design suggestions 
including:
• Recessed areas along circulation routes allow for social interactions that do not    
 impede normal traffic flow.
• Choosing concave seating where possible allows for more facial contact.
• Visual aesthetics are important to get people to remain in the space for longer periods  
 of time.
• Designated activity spaces should be flexible and hold appeal for different age groups   
 (Huang, 2004).

Combining these types of design considerations should result in an increase of social 
interaction in high-rise landscapes.

There were a few holes in this peer-reviewed paper. The biggest issue was at the completion 
it didn’t explain why increased quantity and quality of social interactions as found in the 
high-rise case studies were actually important to either occupants or other users. I wanted 
to know why the results of this research were important. The findings about design elements 
and their relationship to social interactions is interesting and applicable to future landscape 
design. They could be used to help alter current site behaviour.

Application
Social interactions between people can affect mood, physical health and general livability. 
Positive social interactions are much more desirable then negative ones as they can actually 
stimulate other positive outcomes. The more people within an area, the greater chance 
of social interactions, therefore work places, high-density living, and transport nodes are 
frequent initializers. According to Heaphy and Dutton (2008), people who have had positive 
work place interactions are healthier and able to perform at a higher level. More efficient 
and better performing people end up being greater contributors to business performance. 
Theoretically this should mean that more positive social interactions can contribute to 
economic sustainability, not just environmental sustainability.

Design itself can increase the quantity and quality of social interactions. Once again visual 
aesthetics are a key component and can be used to increase positivity. Organisational 
changes, space layout, areas of designated activity and other similar moves can also be used 
to increase the quantity and affect the quality of social interaction. Landscape architects can’t 
affect internal structuring that could increase and improve interactions; however they can 
use the landscape to achieve improved results.

Like most industrial areas, Rosebank Peninsula’s businesses often have few interactions 
with the other companies around. Harbourside Business Park could be considered as 
more advantageous in that way as there are shared car parks, rubbish collection points, 
and a single body corporate running the site. Unfortunately for social interactions, the site 
provides poor connectivity between buildings. It is situated on several distinct levels along 
a loop road, which means you don’t need to cross through the same part of the site and 
access between buildings can be challenging. There needs to be a common point or similar 
that can generate increased social interactions between the different groups of employees 
while designing for improved quality also. Doing this would aim to improve each company’s 
economic performance through happier, healthier workers. Positively affected people should 
also be more inclined to take care of the environment as per Nassauer (1997). The concept 
of designing positive social interactions could prove difficult in such a sprawling site as 
Harbourside.
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1.3 Ecology and Social Factors

“What is Social Ecology?”
By Murray Bookchin

This is a straightforward discussion on social ecology and its history and modern influence. 
Bookchin (1993) suggests that most modern ecological problems have stemmed from social 
issues, and demonstrates how social ecology works with people and nature. 

“What literally defines social ecology as ‘social’ is its recognition of the often overlooked 
fact that nearly all our present ecological problems arise from deep-seated social problems. 
Conversely, present ecological problems cannot be clearly understood, much less resolved, 
without resolutely dealing with problems within society. To make this point more concrete: 
economic, ethnic, cultural, and gender conflicts, among many others, lie at the core of the 
most serious ecological dislocations we face today--apart, to be sure, from those that are 
produced by natural catastrophes’ (Bookchin, 1993, para. 1). 

“Social ecology calls upon us to see that nature and society are interlinked by evolution 
into one nature that consists of two differentiations: first or biotic nature, and second or 
human nature. Human nature and biotic nature share an evolutionary potential for greater 
subjectivity and flexibility” (Bookchin, 1993, para. 18).

A fairly opinionated conversation that explains social ecology and, although this is applicable 
to the topic of social sustainability, it has a somewhat different focus from this project.

Ecology, Community and Delight: An Inquiry into Values in Landscape Architecture
By Ian H. Thompson

Values are becoming increasingly important to landscape architects as they wrestle with 
what is critical to a successful design. Thompson looks at three main values (aesthetic, social, 
ecological) and how they are relevant to landscape architectural practice.

Aesthetics are fundamental to the design of landscape; however they can be tricky as they 
depend on an individual’s education, culture, and personal preference. What is considered 
attractive has gone through many changes and fashions in history and led to specific 
typologies such as classical and sublime landscapes. These can still influence the modern 
aesthetic. Landscape design can be bold or be a more subtle blending with the adjacent 
environment. Different professionals have different views on this and there isn’t any right or 
wrong in connection to landscape architectural perception of aesthetics.

Incorporating community and people into landscape architecture is a more recently valued 
idea. It began as an exclusively designer focused outcome but gradually became more 
inclusive until the point that now some landscape architects design directly alongside 
local communities. Working with and for the people who will be using a site is believed to 
better improve their quality of life and give them pride of place. Many landscape architects 
place social aims as one of their top priorities (Thompson, 2000). Not all believe in public 
participation in the design, but they do aim to achieve social outcomes. 

Ecology is both a science and worldview. Landscape architects have increasingly started to 
utilise its principles to help achieve sustainability in design. Some perceive ecology to be a 
hindrance to social and aesthetic design components, despite its importance in remediating 
and improving the environment. Thompson proposes that there needs to be a balance 
between the ecological principles, social values and the aesthetics of a site to create stronger 
designs and improve the landscape architecture field. A nice little summary and overview 
into landscape architectural values.

Application

People and ecological integration is important for environmental sustainability. Perhaps 
many of the ecological issues faced today are created by people, but people have begun to 
take responsibility and work together for the greater social and ecological good. Thompson 
and Bookchin’s pieces are both about values and see the need for social and ecological 
intervention. These were researched to help understand where this project was heading and 
provide a general overview. 
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2. Environmental and Economic Sustainability

In urban environments a comprehensive view of sustainability is important to the area’s long 
term success and desirability. The economic condition within a city or country is closely tied 
to its survival. A strong and healthy economy that can be maintained is essential for longevity. 
Environmental sustainability is similar. It needs to be healthy and maintain ecological/social 
function over time while adapting to changes within the environment and users. 

Environmental sustainability is frequently linked to the field of ecology and is what most 
people think of as soon as sustainability is mentioned. It’s associated with pollution, waste, 
climate change, flora and fauna, and the need to recycle. Over the past few decades it has 
increasingly been a focus of landscape architects, particularly in areas in need of remediation.

Economic sustainability is a concern of businesses who want to continue their profitability. 
It’s about continuing to establish business and profit without jeopardizing longevity. Steady 
economic growth that continues over an extended period of time.

2.1 Environmental Sustainability

The Psychology of Sustainable Behavior: Tips for Empowering People to Take 
Environmentally Positive Action
By Christie Manning

This book focuses on using psychology as a technique for increasing global sustainability. 

“Research in psychology offers clues as to why people engage in unsustainable behaviors 
despite their concern about the broader consequences. At the same time, the research 
also explains why people go out of their way to behave sustainably, and how it is possible 
to motivate and empower sustainable actions. The goal of the psychology of sustainable 
behavior is to create the conditions that make sustainable action the most appealing or 
natural choice” (Manning, 2009, p. 3).

Manning suggests that there are several other important issues around sustainable behaviour 
more indirectly linked to psychology. These include:

• All behavior is situational
• There is no one-size-fits-all solution
• Sustainable behavior is most likely when there are few barriers (real-world, social,   
 psychological)
• There are many forms of action
• Policy change is often the fastest route to individual behavior change (Manning, 2009,  
 p. 4).

It is also important to recognize that personal sustainability greatly influences the greater 
sustainable goal.

The first technique is “Make sustainable behavior the social default” (Manning, 2009, p. 7). 
This is because people are directly influenced in their behaviour by what others are doing, 
even if they claim they aren’t affected by others’ opinions and behaviour. People are likely 
to follow others’ lead when it comes to sustainable behaviours. Unfortunately, most of the 
acceptable norms of today are markedly unsustainable, such as car dependence and large 
manicured lawns. Some sustainable behaviours are actually seen as belonging to those in 
a lower class, which reduces their appeal. Trying to get sustainability to become normal 
and standard can be encouraged by providing direct evidence of many other people doing 
the same thing, using strong numbers or statistics to prove benefits or quantities of people 
behaving sustainably, demonstrating social cues in response to sustainable behaviour, 
providing opportunities to demonstrate sustainable behaviour, and making sustainable 
actions accessible to all demographics.

The second tip is to “Emphasize personal relevance” (Manning, 2009, p. 12). If people 
see sustainability as something that affects themselves rather than only benefiting future 
generations, they are more likely to take action. Another warning is to try to avoid the term 
‘environment’ when discussing sustainable issues, as many perceive this as separate from 
their personal lives and therefore irrelevant. The same applies to using specific labels; it’s 
important to make everyone feel included. When targeting a specific group, it’s important 
to recognize and understand their view points to ensure you don’t alienate them from 
the discussion. Not everybody has the same world views. It is also important to frame the 
dialogue in such a way that it’s accessible and understandable while ensuring you tackle 
local problems rather than being generic and global. These all work to make the issue of 
sustainable behaviour personally relevant to people.

The third technique is to “Make hidden information visible” (Manning, 2009, p. 16). If 
people can’t perceive something, it often doesn’t appear to exist to them. Through the 
use of very obvious signs and cues this can be partially overcome. It’s suggested that bold 
images, animations/graphics, labels, and demonstrations can help to overcome the lack of 
perception. It can also be helpful to get both social and informational feedback (Manning, 
2009) displayed so that people can see how their actions affect the environment or how 
sustainable they are.

The fourth tip is to “Foster mindfulness” (Manning, 2009, p. 19). Often if in a hurry or 
otherwise occupied, people don’t actually think through actions or decisions. Use of surprise 
or appealing to personal values is helpful to get people to think through decisions. The other 
idea is to work towards improvement but not press for perfection (Manning, 2009).

Number five is “Create opportunities for competence, skills, and knowledge” (Manning, 
2009, p. 21). This can inspire and motivate people to give new behaviours a try through the 
provision of knowledge, hands on experiences, and then acknowledge when people are 
doing things correctly. Exposure and experience encourages repetition of the behaviour.
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The sixth tip is “Make change a byproduct of other events” (Manning, 2009, p. 23). “Human 
beings are habit-prone. A well-practiced task or routine quickly becomes second nature and 
we no longer have to pay attention in order to carry it out” (Manning, 2009, p. 23).  Because 
of this it can be helpful to shape the environment in a way that makes sustainable behaviour 
the easiest or most obvious choice. Another idea is to change the context of the associated 
habit, therefore changing associations and hopefully breaking the habit.

The final technique is to “Balance urgency with realistic hope” (Manning, 2009, p. 25). 
Manning suggests that fear and panic aren’t the way to encourage behaviour as people 
respond best to positive reinforcement. However, hope and expectations need to be realistic. 
People need to feel they are an important part of the broader picture and feel as though they 
are working towards a positive outcome.

This piece is one of the most comprehensive on affecting sustainable behaviour. It examines 
how one can change behaviour to become more sustainable, using psychology as a method 
of analysing and changing personal and group behaviour. It is hard to find fault with this 
article as it’s thorough, comprehensive and convincing. It may not be related to landscape 
architecture, but its principles can be directly applied to design as a way to encourage 
sustainable behaviour within a site. Perhaps the obvious cues such as signage may not 
be needed in the landscape, if carefully designed. This idea of using behaviour to affect 
sustainability is suitable for all disciplines, not just psychology.

Fostering Sustainable Behavior through Design: A Study of the Social, Psychological, and 
Physical Influences of the Built Environment 
By Neil G. Cummings

This thesis aims to explore the relationship between “the physical environment and human 
behavior” (Cummings, 2012, p. vi) in order to create more sustainable behaviour through 
architecture. He proposes that in order for sustainability to work, there needs to be a focus 
on how people relate to their physical environments, and that the use of architecture is one 
way to explore this. Cummings reflects on the fact that there is much research on creating 
more environmentally friendly buildings and how they contribute to sustainability, but little 
to no focus on how to get people to behave in an environmentally sustainable manner. 
Architectural design should be able to influence sustainable behaviour.

Generating increased environmentally friendly behaviour can be linked to social factors. If 
some behave sustainably, then others are more likely to follow suit. Modelling and exposing 
sustainability in the built environment can demonstrate to people what is happening from an 
environmental perspective. Using digital technology to reveal energy efficiency could help to 
create a reciprocal relationship between building and occupants.

To help people behave more sustainably, there needs to be a psychological component such 
as could be provided by knowledge (both blatant and subtle), and personalization so that 
people see sustainability as affecting themselves. He suggests signage and building system 
displays as ways for people to take personal responsibility. 

“…unless the individual can observe the benefits resulting from his or her activities, affecting 
behavior that is desired by the designer will not be possible. Therefore, unless a building’s 
user can directly observe the impact that their environmentally friendly behavior is making, 
they will not act accordingly” (Cummings, 2012, p. 16).

Creating a physical environment that shapes sustainable behaviour involves making 
those behaviours convenient and socially acceptable (Cummings, 2012), while motivating 
people to make correct choices. Research also suggests a connection between the natural 
environment and the built one which, if drawn into architectural design, could generate 
an emotional response, leading to sustainable behaviour. The project then analyses three 
strongly sustainable architectural projects to see if they influenced people behaviour. This 
generated mixed results with some behaviour changes being short lived after initial influence. 
Cummings suggests 

“…that the ultimate goal of the sustainability movement in the design fields is to inspire a 
society that extensively practices environmentally sustainable behaviors. If this is true, then 
it is essential to understand the cognitive processes that each individual undergoes when set 
in an artificial environment, so that we may begin to comprehend how each of us interpret 
and react to certain design elements. It is my hope that in the pursuit of this understanding, 
we will be able to develop a model of behavioral patterns to be employed in the built 
environment in order to affect environmentally sustainable activity and behavior” (Cummings, 
2012, p. 48).  

The biggest problem with this thesis was the fact that there were only about two suggestions 
to improve sustainable behaviour in architecture: energy display systems/signage and placing 
items such as bike racks conveniently. This does not seem to be particularly architectural 
and could be used anywhere. It also didn’t seem to be proven to encourage sustainability. 
The three case studies analysed had no cohesive summary or findings so it was difficult to 
compare the three and gather what was learned. The research behind the project was strong 
and showed promise in identifying ways to improve sustainable behaviours; however the 
result was weak and not cohesive.
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Ecological Design and Planning
Edited by George F. Thompson and Frederick R. Steiner

This book is a collection of chapters dealing with ecology and its use in design and planning 
from a landscape architectural perspective.

“Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity” a chapter by James Corner, proposes that 
both creativity and ecology have gained increasing momentum in their respective fields, but 
that there seems to be little relationship between them and that landscape architects have 
not fully recognized the potential arising from the use of the two in design. He suggests that 
in practice, designs solve issues and/or increase aesthetics, which are unimaginative and 
reveal a need for more inspiration. The combination of ecology, creativity and landscape 
architecture could reveal a new form of landscape design and relationships. 

Corner advocates that some traditional aspects of landscape architecture are being displaced 
due to a focus on scientific ecological principles. Despite the importance of ecology, he 
believes that it should be used “…more for its ideational, representational, and material 
implications with respect to cultural process and evolutionary transformation” (Thompson & 
Steiner, 1997, p. 86). The idea is to use ecological principles to stimulate creative process that 
transforms ecology in people people’s minds.

Corner warns that landscape architects must be careful of treating the landscape as an 
object, as this could harm the environment further. Another train of perception is that of 
conservation/restoration of ecology. This can create problems as often leads to the treatment 
of problems rather than addressing the underlying social issues that cause the environmental 
decline. “Unwittingly, landscape architecture, like the multifaceted environmental movement 
generally, merely replicates and sustains the shortcomings of modernity” (Thompson & 
Steiner, 1997, p. 93).

Corner then begins to link the imaginative to the scientific and discusses how the two can 
create a more meaningful landscape that has depth of both culture and nature. He suggests 
“ecological creativity” and states “What is important in this view is how creative practices of 
ecology and landscape architecture construct---or more precisely, enable----alternative forms 
of relationship and hybridization between people, place, material, and Earth” (Thompson & 
Steiner, 1997, p. 105).

This is indirectly linked to environmental sustainability. It suggest that landscape and ecology 
can work together to generate creative solutions to the relationship of people/nature. Unlike 
much of the other literature available, Corner feels that ecology is actually overtaking some 
of landscape architectures’ important role in design. Though the ecology is very important 
to environmental sustainability, this brings back in the role of landscape architects to utilise 
creativity and address social under pinnings. 

“Fostering Living Landscapes” a chapter by Carol Franklin, suggests that in the face of 
environmental degradation landscape architecture needs to address sustainable landscapes 
in a manner that exceeds just limiting site alterations. Due to the extent of the damage 
done, it’s time to establish in place ecological processes that can “…sustain natural systems” 
(Thompson & Steiner, 1997, p. 264). Franklin states that there is a need to change current 
perceptions of sustainable design.

There are two elements that are useful in sustainable design to create a unique and useful 
outcome. The first is by looking at the whole project through a holistic systems approach that 
connects all issues and outcomes into one interconnected network. The second looks at both 
the outcome and the process to achieve the desired outcome as equal in importance. It’s 
noted that to achieve this process it is important that all stakeholders, designers and others 
involved work together in the project on equal footing. This involvement and participation 
will help the whole design become more sustainable. 

Other important issues in sustainable design include increasing natural connectivity and 
creating a strong vision that shapes the project. Landscape patterns should be considered 
as well. Looking at both natural and social patterns and combining the two can reveal 
possibilities and strengths for increased sustainability. Water, soil and vegetation quality and 
processes are identified as important within this design typology.

Franklin recognizes that sustainability has not yet been achieved successfully but that the 
process of increasing sustainability is ongoing through research, records and attempting to 
improve on shortfalls identified. “Sustainable design provides a design framework that seeks 
to address all ecological values, to create an ongoing partnership with the living landscape, 
and to reverse the trend of needless destruction of our landscape. It is the growing realization 
of the interconnectedness of development and environmental processes worldwide and within 
our communities that drives the evolution of sustainable design” (Thompson & Steiner, 1997, 
p. 275).

The concept of sustainable development with an emphasis on the natural environment isn’t 
a unique concept, and neither is utilising a holistic design and analysis process. It is also 
generally accepted that the concept of sustainable development is still a work in progress. 
Even though this has been written about previously, it’s important to remember that 
landscape architects don’t work alone and need to be responsible by looking at a wide range 
of systems and social/ecological patterns to develop more sustainable designs. 
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“Integration of Landscape Ecology and Landscape Architecture: An Evolutionary and 
Reciprocal Process”
By Jack Ahern

This paper links the field of landscape ecology to landscape architecture planning and design. 
The author proposes three different stages of landscape ecology and design incorporation 
to work toward increased sustainability; these are theory and principles, questions and 
dialogue, and finally reciprocal integration (Ahern, 2005).

Landscape ecology focuses on the effect of landscape pattern on process throughout spatial 
and temporal scales, and landscape architecture also has a focus on spatial landscape 
pattern, which can be seen as a direct link between the two. Integration between the two 
fields could link science with direct application and provide a means by which ecological 
theory could be practically implemented. The aim of this article is to demonstrate how the 
two can work together to improve both fields through a range of methods and techniques.

The initial integration begins with identification of basic theory and principles. Within 
landscape ecology the main principles “…aim to integrate physical, biological, and 
cultural knowledge. They identify the potential for future experiments, and suggest a 
basis for informed application” (Ahern, 2005, p. 313). Ahern suggests that these principles 
demonstrate a foundation for application in landscape architecture design. 

The secondary proposed stage is where planners and designers query landscape ecological 
principles in a thorough and intelligent manner to learn how they can be applied correctly. 
Questions can include both broad scale and more specific concepts:

• What is the proper spatial scale for understanding ecological patterns and processes?
• How does a particular place constrain an ecological process?
• What timescales are appropriate for planning? For which processes?
• What configuration of corridors is needed to sustain species interactions and buffer  
 nutrient flows across a heterogeneous and fragmented landscape?
• How can the benefits and values of ‘‘ecological corridors’’ be tested to determine their 
  value and appropriateness in conservation planning?
• What types of monitoring are appropriate to learn if landscape ecological applications  
 achieve their intended results (Ahern, 2005, p. 313,114)?

At this point, “…landscape architects also began to examine the implications for the new 
landscape-ecology paradigm on aesthetic expression at the scale of human experience and 
perception in the landscape. The quest for full integration of ecology and design transcends 
that of biological, physical, and cultural knowledge and principles” (Ahern, 2005, p. 314). 
The author acknowledges that despite the benefits for landscape architects implementing 
landscape ecological techniques there is a self-limiting aspect as the landscape architecture 
knowledge is not being reciprocated back to landscape ecologists.

The third stage of integration is described as being the critical stage where science and 
design come together in a mutually reciprocal relationship through the blending of landscape 
architecture and landscape ecology. Different challenges/issues are identified as the key 
elements to creating a total integration.
• Landscape architects can structure a framework to balance both culture and nature.
• There is a positive potential in landscape change and development through balanced  
 design and ecological integration.
• Spatial concepts can be a powerful way to convey a concept or idea through design  
 and words. 
• Physical expression of landscape process can help to make ecology and natural process 
  appear more visually aesthetic. 
• Adaptive management is a way to mitigate uncertainty to some degree.

Through the three proposed stages the author suggests that full reciprocal integration can 
begin to be achieved. “Through empirical research, designs would be more informed of their 
ecological consequences, and through monitoring, implemented plans and designs would 
yield new empirical knowledge for ecology” (Ahern, 2005, p. 318). The ultimate aim would 
be a more sustainable outcome through the integration of landscape ecology and landscape 
architecture.

Ahern’s suggestion of combining the discipline of landscape ecology with landscape 
architecture to increase sustainability (particularly environmental) is a very specific concept 
and is quite different to many of the papers suggesting multi-disciplinary holistic approaches. 
It isn’t entirely convincing as there are many problems with the integration between the two, 
but there are some key points that appear to be quite good landscape architectural design 
tools to increase sustainability. Especially how some of the basic landscape ecology principles 
can guide landscape architects as they work toward improving ecological aesthetics and 
sustainability.
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“Standards in Sustainable Landscape Architecture”
By Cayce Bean and Chia-Hui Yang

This paper discusses what constitutes sustainable landscape architecture and presents the 
concepts of benchmarking and living systems. It identifies what makes a design sustainable 
and how this can be practically applied in the landscape. In their words: 

“Sustainable landscape architecture creates ecological designs for the outdoor and urban 
environment. It begins with appropriate systems which address function, cost, energy 
efficiency, beauty, and the environment. Broadly speaking, sustainable landscape architecture 
is the integration of ecological, social, cultural, and economic factors in designing landscapes 
to help protect habitat, contribute to stormwater management, conserve water, among other 
objectives” (Bean & Yang, 2009, p. 1).

The paper is divided into two parts. The first is about the “Sustainable Sites Initiative” 
and how this affects current landscape design and the second covers materials, design 
techniques, and how living systems work. The Sustainable Sites Initiative is a USA based set 
of guidelines and benchmark for sustainable landscapes. These landscapes are to benefit 
both the environment and people through a blend of social, economic and environmental 
measures. Ecosystem services are one way that this can be done. Ecosystem services are the 
goods and services that ecosystems can provide to people and include things such as habitat 
provision, erosion control and pollutant remediation. Although greenfield sites are more 
productive in this manner, brownfields can also provide a few services too. The following 
benchmarks are identified as key areas crucial to sustainable site design.

• Site Selection
• Pre-design Assessment and Planning
• Site Design – Ecological Components
• Site Design – Human Health Components
• Site Design – Materials Selection
• Construction
• Operations and Maintenance (Bean & Yang, 2009, p. 4).

The living systems concept “...broadens the concept of landscape materiality, rejecting nature 
as naturally occurring and instead embracing it as a dynamic set of constructed systems. 
In living systems, landscape architecture integrates living materials such as plants and 
water working within the complex behaviors of biological systems” (Bean & Yang, 2009, p. 
4). They conclude that sustainable landscapes are site responsive, affect both humans and 
environment, and one solution isn’t relevant to all situations. 

This was a nice overview of comprehensive sustainability without being restricted to 
ecological components. Currently the Sustainable Sites Initiative is fairly limited to the USA 
but the resources and help they provide to encourage sustainable development and locations 
is very useful. Living systems do seem more limiting to design but they could contribute to 
environmental quality. This piece provides a good solid amount of information and standards 
that can be incorporated into sustainable design to solve arising issues.

Application

It became clear that environmental sustainability is primarily linked to ecology and 
secondarily to human behaviour and the relationship between the two is important for 
landscape architects as they work within the landscape. There is a diverse range of ways that 
ecology can be used and improved through design which provides the basis for an increase in 
sustainability within an environment. Some appear to work well with landscape architecture, 
such as living landscapes and landscape ecology. The use of green infrastructure and focusing 
on the whole ecological system to not only remediate existing environments but provide a 
healthy environmental structure that will last and improve the land for future generations.

Human behaviour is now recognized as important, as people are what have often caused 
the initial problems and are still contributing regularly to unsustainable practices. Changing 
behavior through design, psychological applications, and organisational manipulation can 
alter how people view sustainability and how they behave in their environments. It can be as 
simple as signage to increase knowledge or more complicated like ensuring the environment 
is relatable to a wide variety of users to make them feel personally responsible.

Harbourside Business Park is going to need to apply a wide variety of design methods to 
increase its sustainability - both environmental and social/economic. Currently it’s a site 
of concrete, asphalt, and overgrown decorative vegetation.  There is strong evidence of 
unsustainable behaviours on the site with cigarette butts littering the ground near the 
rubbish bins, trash in the bushes, car parks full of personal cars, most employees driving 
off site for lunch and not utilising the seating provided and many other similar scenarios. 
In addition, there is the complex issue which is that the body corporate running the area 
doesn’t completely fall for the idea of being a sustainable site, and they definitely have no 
interest in ecology. 

A site such as Harbourside will need to approach the ecological side of environmental 
sustainability carefully. It will no doubt need to be aesthetically pleasing and approached 
from a more subtle angle than in a site that wants an environmentally sound environment. 
Earlier research into social aspects and ecological aesthetics will likely come into play here. 
There will need to be a very integrated approach to mix green infrastructure, living systems 
and other similar concepts with a strong aesthetically appropriate design. I suspect that the 
design will need to incorporate sustainable materials and manipulate layout to get ecological 
design elements into this particular site.

Manning’s approach to sustainable behaviour is very applicable to the scenario present at 
this functional industrial site. Making sustainable actions normal and routine while getting 
people to take personal responsibility is one of the only ways Harbourside can achieve any 
type and degree of sustainability. Making choices convenient or attractive will hopefully 
encourage people to use the site differently and change the current pattern of behaviour. 
The people using the site need to want to look after it, pick up after themselves, and become 
part of the solution. Blatant cues such as signage will likely not work due to the bias and 
resentment towards ecology and obvious sustainability gestures.
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2.2 Economic Sustainability

“Sustainable Sites Initiative”
By American Society of Landscape Architects

The Sustainable Sites Initiative provides a set of guidelines and a rating system for analysing 
sustainable sites. These can include built environments or landscapes with no buildings. 
The initiative provides resources on what social, economic and environmental sustainability 
are and how they can be rated and tips on how to achieve sustainable goals. It also tracks 
and provides awards to sites that are considered sustainable. The section on economic 
sustainability is important as there is little to connect it with landscape architecture.

Economic sustainability works at different levels, at a broader planning scale the goal is 
to create economic competitiveness through the use of sustainable design which “…can 
facilitate economic growth and investment. Sustainable regional planning enables regions 
to attract new businesses, raise real estate values, promote tourism, maintain biodiversity, 
and cut stormwater and transportation infrastructure costs” (“Sustainable Sites Initiative”, 
2014, para. 6). At a more local level, sustainable design can improve real estate values, attract 
visitors, and make the area more livable which brings in more residents and businesses. 
Sustainable landscapes and urban areas should be designed to not only be more appealing to 
people but also have implemented ecosystem services which reduce long term services costs. 
They provide plenty of resources on the economic value and benefits of everything from 
green buildings and green infrastructure to walkability.

This provides a basic overview of how landscape architects can relate to and impact 
economic sustainability. The site provides resource packs on how to design and any further 
questions can be answered. The main issue with this resource is the fact it is based in the USA 
so has plenty of very country specific data and information.

Essentials of Economic Sustainability
By John Ikerd 

Economic growth is by its very nature unsustainable, due to its growth and consumption 
of natural resources. Many times even sustainable/ecologically sensitive economic 
discussions just add dollar values to specific consequences rather than a deeper exploration. 
“Investments based on noneconomic social and ethical values are absolutely essential 
to ensure economic sustainability. To meet the needs of the present without diminishing 
opportunities for the future, people must act, both individually and collectively, to protect and 
promote the greater common good of society and humanity” (Ikerd, 2012, p. ix).

Economic sustainability needs to meet both today’s economic needs and those in the future. 
Not a continual quest for high levels of economic growth without regard for the welfare of 
future generations. Sustainable economics should result in improved environmental and 
social outcomes. In fact, there needs to be a relationship between economics and society to 
create a degree of sustainability. Ikerd maintains that the essentials of sustainable economics 
come down to social, ethical and economic values and relationships. Economic growth and 
economic sustainability should not be confused as they have different goals and values. “The 
economy is but a means by which people meet their individual, instrumental, impersonal 
needs. Meeting the economic needs of individuals is undeniably important and essential to 
economic sustainability. However, economic value is of no more importance than are social 
and ethical values in ensuring economic sustainability” (Ikerd, 2012, p. 11).

Ecologically sustainable principles are a key part in the development of economic 
sustainability. Social values are important to sustainable economics and ecological values are 
implicated in social values which lead to the conclusion that they are important contributors. 
There are several natural/ecological sustainability principles that can help improve economic 
sustainability. These include a holistic approach, diversity to help adapt to change and 
interdependence to strengthen relationships. These principles are also applicable and useful 
for the development of social and economic sustainability.

There are a few distinct principles for the development of economic sustainability. These 
include scarcity which makes things more valuable through supply and demand, efficiency as 
related to cost, and sovereignty which allows choice. These connect directly with ecologically 
and socially sustainable principles. 

A new sustainable economy would meet everyone’s needs, generate prosperity without rapid 
economic growth, provide good employment opportunities, and generate enough revenue to 
sustain prosperity (Ikerd, 2012). 

“The essential mission of economic sustainability is to create opportunities for a desirable 
quality of life, a life of happiness, for all people of the world, now and for future generations. 
A sustainable economy must provide permanent sustenance for the individual, social, and 
ethical well-being of all, including those of the future. It must enhance the physical and 
mental health of individuals. It must promote the economic and social health of families, 
communities, and societies. It must sustain the productivity and ecological health of nature” 
(Ikerd, 2012, p. 119).

This provides a comprehensive overview of what economic sustainability is and how it works 
with social and ecological sustainability. It simplifies the concept and applies it to reality while 
critiquing certain other forms of economy. This is a fantastic breakdown that makes the idea 
of economic sustainability understandable and applicable to real world situations. However, it 
would have been nice to have a chapter on how you can apply this principle within business 
or similar, rather than leaving it open to interpretation.
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Application

Economic sustainability is clearly about people and environment almost as much as it is 
about economics. It appears to be about incorporating sustainability into the environment in 
an aesthetically appealing manner that attracts businesses and people while cutting down on 
long term financial costs. It is not about economic growth. 

This is not something that Rosebank Peninsula would likely subscribe to as the companies 
and people involved want to generate increased economic growth. However, it may be 
possible to generate a moderate balance of meeting today’s economic needs in the area 
while planning for the future. As a landscape architect, influence is limited but aiming to 
increase environmental and social sustainability should work towards more sustainable 
economics in the area

3. Landscape Architecture and Industry
Landscape architects have primarily worked with industries through post-industrial design 
and remediation. When an industry moves on, landscape architects are often called upon 
to improve the remaining landscape by changing its purpose and cleaning up any waste left 
behind. As the push for sustainability has increased and industrial/commercial areas look 
for ways to prevent harmful environmental outputs, landscape architecture has started to 
become more involved in the initial design of industrial/business parks. Though much of the 
current planning and research in the design and remediation of industry is done by other 
professions, it still offers opportunities for landscape architects. 

Post-industrial design projects are prominent throughout landscape architecture and can 
provide both good and bad examples of site remediation, recreation, social interaction, and 
economic repurposing. Though the focus of this research is on the improvement of currently 
active industry, post-industrial designs can demonstrate what makes a site designed for 
industry sustainable and usable socially, economically and environmentally.

3.1 Post-Industrial Landscapes 

Manufactured Sites: Rethinking the Post-Industrial Landscape 
Edited by Niall Kirkwood

This a book dedicated to the revitalization of post-industrial landscapes with an emphasis on 
collaboration and integration, improved environments, and an increased focus on social and 
ecological influences. The first section of this book delves into the concept of reclaiming post-
industrial locations and the idea that these need to be subject to an interdisciplinary design 
approach to solve the issues present. 

Technology and design are important components in the remediation of contaminated sites. 
It is proposed that traditional clean up techniques such as the removal of polluted soil may 
not be needed. A more comprehensive long term solution to remediation and the prevention 
of future contamination could be achieved by designing landscapes that incorporate green 
infrastructure and phyto-remediation techniques. 

Careful engineering is also important to the redevelopment of these former industrial sites. 
This includes communication and interaction with local communities as this leads to greater 
development success. Other considerations include environment, infrastructure, planning, 
socio-economic factors, history, financial issues, and political and legal factors (Kirkwood, 
2001). 
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Various designed post-industrial sites are then discussed. These reveal that there are different 
intentions and purposes within these remediated sites, though they are all recreational areas. 
A common theme is an improvement in ecological soundness and reduction in pollutants. 
Some concentrate more on ecological remediation, others on social activities, and others 
on providing infrastructure. Some sites preserve elements of the industry and use them for 
different functions; others show little of their former history. They all have remediated a post-
industrial site and improved its environmental quality, while allowing the sites to be utilised 
in a new manner.

One of the most noticeable factors in post-industrial design as featured in this book was the 
emphasis on transitioning the sites into parks or similar open-space locations. There was 
little about transforming these old sites for new purposes other than passive recreation. 
This seems a little bit short-sighted when in some cases the ground may be to polluted, or 
local development needs to make parkland a possibility. There were great examples about 
different types and ways that post-industrial sites can be remediated throughout the book 
that can provide reference for future development.

Productive Landscape: Revitalizing a Post-Industrial District with Slow Economy 
By Xin Wu

This landscape architectural thesis focuses on the need to redevelop post-industrial sites in 
China into productive landscapes that reflect the culture and contribute to the economy. It is 
proposed that these types of locations in large cities could be improved by redesigning these 
areas using a mixed-use approach to bring together consumers and producers at a small 
local scale. It is suggested that the normal post-industrial park solution is not always the best 
option for redevelopment. An old steel factory in Guangzhou City, China is the site of design 
focus. The productive landscape proposal is: 

“…not only about economy and profit, but also about how the integration of space can 
generate multi-purpose program in dense urban fabric. Because of the density and growing 
population of potential immigrants to this new economic zone, land use efficiency is the 
primary aim for reusing the old industrial hub. This thesis explores whether this land can 
provide future employment, at the same time that it supports a new community that prolongs 
the traditional living style and engages people from all classes” (Wu, 2011, p. 18). 
 
The proposed design of this Guangzhou site utilises many of the old steel factory buildings 
for new purposes such as art galleries and village housing. There are also designated “free” 
spaces that can be utilised for social gatherings and spontaneous markets. It is argued that 
this multi-use post-industrial design could be much more sustainable and beneficial to the 
city than other methods of post-industrial redevelopment.

It’s refreshing to see a post-industrial design focus that provides for a variety of uses 
outside of recreational open-space. It seems valid that a multi-use redevelopment would 
be more sustainable as it would generate economic growth, social interconnections, and 
environmental benefits, the three things that constitute a true complete sustainability. It 
may not be as environmentally sustainable as the open-space model, but it seems to reflect 
greater overall sustainability.

“Zhongshan Shipyard Park” 
Designed by Turenscape

This 11ha site situated in the city of Zhongshan, Guangdong Province, China was originally 
a shipyard. The shipyard was originally constructed in the 1950’s but became abandoned 
in 1999. Pollutant levels were not heavy but there was plenty of old machinery, scrap 
and buildings. In 2002 a park was completed focusing on the heritage, environmental 
responsibility and aesthetics of the site. This was one of the first parks in China that focused 
on reflecting previous industrial history.

The existing structures were reused in addition to the creation of new structures and design 
elements. “Machines, docks, and other industrial structures were recycled for educational, 
aesthetic, and functional purposes” (Turenscape, 2002, para. 9). Keeping original items helps 
preserve and reflect on the park’s original history as a shipyard while artistic additions such as 
the linear pathways and coloured box structures bring dramatization to the site.
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Within the landscape, original vegetation and habitats were kept while adding additional 
native vegetation to the planting scheme to improve the environmental quality of the site. 
The native vegetation was also used to enhance the design scheme’s visual aesthetics. 
Materials such as soil and existing manmade structures were recycled and reused on site to 
improve environmental responsibility (Turenscape, 2002).

The park has been created to be used as a social and recreational space while changing 
perceptions on the appearance of ecology and environmentally friendly locations. There are 
programmed places such as tea and club houses, while also providing opportunities for self-
directed recreation and activities. It has become a popular visiting location for tourists in 
addition to being frequented by local residents.

There is some scepticism on the true environmental soundness or sustainability of the design 
as there are no references to anything other than reuse of site elements and native planting. 
How does it actually work to increase sustainability? Reflecting on the former industrial 
history provides a reminder of the site’s former state. Aesthetically the site is stunning and it 
works well for recreational purposes and as a tourism destination. 

“Cultuurpark Westergasfabriek” 
Designed by Kathryn Gustafson

Originally, this approximately 11.5ha site in Amsterdam, Netherlands was the location for a 
gas plant built in 1885. Years of use meant that the area was heavily polluted by the time of 
closure in 1967. It spent many years as a derelict and transient space often used for social 
gatherings and creative pursuits. The natural social use guided the redevelopment of this 
post-industrial site as a park and cultural centre. The park was completed in 2004.

Pollutants from the gas production included tar, cyanide, asbestos and mineral oil which had 
been stored on site and leached into the soil. Clean up involved covering up the polluted 
ground with specialized cloth and then layering 1m of soil on top in planting areas and 
covered with paving in others. A separate water circulation system was created so that 
polluted ground water would not get cycled to the surface (“Project Westergasfabriek”, 
2004). Due to the large quantity of pollutants, basic remediation wasn’t possible on this site, 
which led to the covering of original contaminated soil. This is not ideal, and if the industry 
itself had released fewer chemicals the outcome would have been very different. Rosebank 
Peninsula also has a significant amount of pollution from the last few decades, but hopefully 
not all of it is in such a state as cannot be remediated. Some areas may need a similar 
approach though to start improving the local ecology and environment.

Ecologically focused design moves have been used through much of the park to 
integrate both nature and culture. The park fits into part of the Bretten Zone, a 10km 
strip of ecologically focused land which provides connectivity for local flora and fauna 
“Westergasfabriek”, 2011). The area includes marsh ponds, wildflower meadows, open 
space and a variety of planting. This site has used a unique approach to enhance the local 
ecology while incorporating people and activities throughout. There is no divisional approach 
between the two.

The buildings have been repurposed for creative and commercial purposes rather than 
industrial. There are restaurants, art galleries, theatres and other similar occupancies. As a 
cultural centre and social space it provides casual recreation activities as well as organised 
events. All of these activities generate income to keep the park economically ticking over. 
Many post-industrial sites are unable to generate income and be economically sustainable 
but Cultuurpark Westergasfabriek demonstrates the ability to improve the environment while 
contributing economically. Ideally Harbourside Business Park will be able to integrate people 
and nature as well as this Amsterdam location, without losing economic integrity.
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“Arkadien Winnenden” 
Designed by Atelier Dreiseitl

This sustainable residential development is situated in Winnenden, Germany. This is a post-
industrial neighbourhood project with an emphasis on sustainable design. “A diversity of high 
performance components make this the world’s most sustainable neighborhood and provides 
a fresh new vision for people-friendly and resource productive suburbs” (Landezine, 2013, 
para. 1). 

Sustainable architecture and landscape design work together in the former factory location 
to provide an economical, healthy, and visually attractive neighbourhood. A high density 
development, there is a strong social aspect within this design which encourages interactions 
between residents through the use of plazas, pedestrian streetscapes, and play areas. “The 
creation of beautiful and people-friendly environment was considered by the design team as 
the best way to foster social stability. The warm friendly environment encourages a relaxed, 
almost holiday-like community feeling and informal spaces to meet your neighbour while 
providing every individual home with privacy” (“Atelier Dreiseitl”, 2011). Plenty of vegetation, 
a central lake, water retention meadows and gardens create an appealing park-like feel to the 
development.

The whole development has been created with a sustainable and environmentally healthy 
approach. Materials have been chosen for their environmental friendliness and are non-toxic, 
recycled where possible, and the timber is native and renewable. The paving is permeable for 
water infiltration and cleansing and has helped reduce impermeable service totals from 95% 
to 30%. Rainwater is collected within a central lake, which helps to filter the water before it 
overflows to a meadow and slowly releases into a nearby stream (“Atelier Dreiseitl”, 2011).

This project demonstrates the ability to completely and totally alter an industrial site into a 
new form. The interesting and most relevant part of this is the sustainability created through 
materials, social interaction and the natural environment. Essentially this shows how you 
can design a site to be sustainable at every level. Clearly there is no possibility of complete 
redevelopment in Rosebank, but surely the concept of social interactions outside in the 
natural environment could reap innumerable benefits in an industrial site as could reducing 
the quantity of impervious surfaces.

Application

Post-industrial redevelopment provides concepts and ideas on aesthetic and ecological 
performance while demonstrating different types of site remediation. It becomes clear that 
much of what is accomplished by a complete site redesign is not possible in a functional 
industrial area such as Rosebank Peninsula and probably not desirable either. Site 
remediation in an existing place would be limited to plant based solutions or some small 
removal operations. Aesthetically it wouldn’t be as cohesive either as existing buildings 
would need to remain as is or with limited physical changes. But perhaps the creativity 
and incorporation of a wide range of people would greatly improve Harbourside’s visual 
appearance and functionality while increasing the sustainability.
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3.2 Industrial Park Design

“Choctaw Eco-Industrial Park: An Ecological Approach to Industrial Land-Use Planning and 
Design”
By Audra J Potts Carr

In this paper the concepts of industrial ecology and eco-industrial parks are applied to a 
redevelopment scheme of a pre-existing industrial park in Choctaw, Ohio, USA. The existing 
industry generated a large quantity of physical waste products along with waste water which 
was seen by the author as an opportunity to demonstrate the effectiveness of the above 
principles.

Traditional industry is typically associated with environmental and economic waste. Designing 
industrial parks similar to natural ecosystems, where the full cycle means little is wasted, 
would help mitigate their harmful effects. An eco-industrial park applies industrial ecology 
principles to one specific development to help minimize pollution and waste. This in turn 
increases sustainability.

Landscape architecture can play a valuable role in the development of eco-industrial parks 
through the need for design and planning. This project uses a landscape architecture 
perspective to address the conceptual redevelopment of an existing industrial park with the 
following aims:

• Identify new eco-industrial partnerships within the park
• Identify existing environmental concerns within the park
• Maintain balance of existing natural systems
• Maximize opportunities for recycling
• Optimize energy conservation by efficient use of materials and optimal site location
• Minimize maintenance needs by efficient use of plant and construction materials
• Fulfill the needs of all the park users
• Maximize visual quality (Carr, 1998, p. 241)

In this project the author identifies some key elements of the existing site such as 
infrastructure, vegetation, and environmental concerns. This, in addition with site analysis 
and inventory, helped determine the need for a 25 year master plan with a focus on 
relationships between companies to help reuse and recycle materials and waste.

Relationships, social engagement and communication are identified as important to the 
function of the eco-industrial park. Recreational activities are provided in the master plan for 
Choctaw along with conference rooms, daycare facilities and other socially oriented design 
elements and amenities. Visual aesthetics and plant choices were carefully considered for 
both appearance and performance. Vegetation was laid out to provide ecological benefits 
such as slowing down storm water runoff. 

Overall, the master plan was deemed feasible by the author and an economic improvement 
to the local area, providing an attractive site and employment. It is not high density industrial 
and although room for expansion has been allowed for, there is no space for new industries. 
The proposed eco-industrial park will provide economic and environmental benefits.

The biggest concern in this project is the fact that no new industries can move in to this 
eco-industrial park. It might work perfectly with existing companies but it seems that there 
is no room for any company to go out of business and be replaced by a new type of industry. 
Some eco-industrial park principles can be applied to operating industry to create some 
improvement in sustainability. Most of it is too difficult to implement though, and poses the 
potential threat of limiting economic sustainability by limiting change and growth.

Highbrook Business Park
Designed by Peter Walker

Highbrook is a business park located in Auckland, New Zealand on a greenfield site and is 
home to numerous industries. It is not fully established as of yet, but has 107ha of land that 
can be developed over time. The design of American landscape architect, Peter Walker, this 
major centre won the 2003 Analysis and Planning Honor award from the American Society of 
Architects for incorporating a sustainable design and architectural features.

One of the major focuses of this particular development is on the social opportunities 
and amenities. This means they try to balance the industry and business with restaurants, 
entertainment, and recreational opportunities throughout the site. Social sustainability and 
positive attitudes are linked so this seems to be a great way to encourage sustainability.

There is quite a large quantity of green space provided within Highbrook. A 12km footpath, 
storm water retention ponds and plenty of grass and trees provide not only aesthetic benefits 
but environmental ones as well. This encourages environmental sustainability.
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Unfortunately, though Highbrook had ambitious plans to be a premier business and industrial 
park, it has been very slow to be developed and is behind the timeframes set out for its 
completion. It is nice to see sustainability encouraged within an industrial setting. It is clearly 
evident in the planning, but rarely discussed in detai,l despite Peter Walker being an advocate 
for sustainable design.

Application

New greenfield industrial sites are increasingly incorporating landscape and making conscious 
decisions on sustainability. However, the bottom line is cost and economic return. Therefore 
they either don’t adopt the holistic sustainability approach or they occasionally do at the 
expense of being able to afford to finish the project. Clearly there needs to be a happy 
medium.

These “new” sites also rarely use sustainable techniques that are able to be implemented in 
existing industry. There needs to be feasible, affordable sustainable implementations that all 
industrial parks can utilise.
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3. Initial Findings
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3. Initial Findings

Introduction

The research at the start of the project was extensive and looked at a wide range of topics 
relating to industrial sustainability as evidenced by chapter 2. As the research phase began 
to conclude, the findings from all the research and analysis began to be consolidated. It 
became clear that there was a social thread through all the literature and case studies. Social 
interactions, engagement and behaviour, both with other people and with the landscape, can 
directly influence how sustainable a site is. Landscape architects are responsible for designing 
the landscape in a manner that reflects this and shapes social conditions. This is not to say 
this is the only concern in design as related to sustainability. There are many other issues as 
well, but as per the research question they aren’t the primary focus of this project.

As a result, several key claims and connecting concepts relating to social aspects and 
sustainability were pulled from the research.

1.  Social interactions, engagement and behaviour affect sustainability.
     - Social interactions and engagement can be used to improve environmental awareness.
     - Improved awareness can lead to better choices and care of the environment.
     - Positive social interactions improve attitude, well-being and performance.
     - Improved individual well-being and health can contribute to an increase in positive    
       attitude, and alter behaviour and performance. 
     - A positive attitude can increase desire to care for an environment and generate   
       emotional attachment. It can also be used to encourage sustainable behaviour.

2.  Altering behaviour and social patterns through design can increase the sustainability  
     of a site.
     - Design can be used to make it easier to behave in a sustainable manner.
     - Making sustainable choices easy and convenient encourages participation.
     - Use of ecological aesthetics in design can create acceptance of ecology and sustainable  
        awareness amongst users.   
     - Awareness combined with aesthetic appreciation can improve sustainable behaviour.

3.  Landscape architects can use design of social interactions and engagement to    
     influence industrial sustainability.
     - Social interactions can be used to encourage sustainable behaviour through improving  
     attitude and awareness of others and the environment.
     - Landscape architects can use design to bring people together and encourage social   
     interactions in the landscape. 

Importance of Social Interaction and Engagement

Human behaviour is now recognized as important in regards to sustainability, as people 
are what have often caused the initial problems and are still contributing regularly to 
unsustainable practices. Changing behaviour through design, psychological applications, and 
organisational manipulation can alter how people view sustainability and how they behave 
in their environments. It can be as simple as using signage to increase knowledge, or more 
complicated like ensuring the environment is relatable to a wide variety of users to make 
them feel personally responsible. 

Making sustainable actions normal and routine while getting people to take personal 
responsibility is one of the main ways sustainability and behaviour are connected. Making 
choices convenient or attractive will hopefully encourage people to use sites differently and 
change the current pattern of behaviour. The people using the site need to want to look after 
it, pick up after themselves, and become part of the solution.

Optimum social behaviours may change depending on the specific site. These could include 
taking personal responsibility, more sustainably friendly behaviours being the default choice, 
people interacting with each other and the environment, and taking action to increase 
knowledge.

Social engagement/interactions are two fold, between people or between people and their 
environment. Between people this can refer to the subtle social cues such as eye contact or 
a casual “Hi” to the more blatant group discussion, planned event or mutual lunch. Between 
people and their environment also can be subtle or obvious, such as visual observation, 
picking up a coin, or wandering through some native planting. 

Sustainability can be linked to social interactions/engagement as they can change and 
influence behaviour - this can lead to more sustainable behaviour which can then equal more 
sustainable industrial practice. 

Relevancy to Landscape Architects and Industry

As evidenced through the research, landscape architects are very interested in designing 
sustainably, particularly as related to the natural environment. Landscapes today are 
expected to benefit both the local and wider environment but it can be difficult to get clients 
to embrace environmental sustainability if there is any effect on economic goals or visual 
aesthetics. A carefully balanced approach can improve environmental sustainability while still 
appealing to clients and adding economic value.
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Circulation
A focus on pedestrian and vehicular patterns in a connected and interrelated way can 
increase connectivity and create areas of confluence between people. Bringing people 
together, whether intentionally or unintentionally helps to create social interactions, which 
can then influence behaviour. Changing patterns of travel can also make behaviours and 
social patterns more convenient and create interactions with the natural environment. 
Pedestrian routes can also provide a sort of journey revealing new things whether ecological, 
man-made, or emotionally generated.

Communal Space
Shared space brings people together and provides social interactions and engagement. 
Positive social experiences generated in this type of space can improve work/environment 
perception and increase productivity while getting people to care about their environment. 
Bringing people together is one of the biggest ways to improve social interactions and 
increase the quantity. Community space can also provide relaxation and recreation.

Management
Stakeholders are not likely to implement a design unless it is able to be economically 
beneficial. Techniques, materials, and vegetation that are both easy to maintain yet 
aesthetically appealing will have both positive environmental actions as well as being less 
labour intensive, retain a well maintained look, and reduce the need for frequent updating/
replacement. This can greatly improve economic sustainability and if correctly designed and 
implemented, social and environmental sustainability as well.

Conclusion

My research has shown that social interactions and behaviours have widespread effects 
on both an individual and a collective’s environment and perception. It is suggested that 
behaviour can become more sustainable through the understanding of why and how people 
participate in environmentally negative or positive behaviours (Manning, 2009). Altering and/
or influencing behaviour to be more sustainable can improve environmental conditions and 
affect business practice. Social interactions between people can affect mood, physical health 
and general livability. Positive social interactions are much more desirable than negative ones 
as they can actually stimulate other positive outcomes e.g. sustainable behaviour. 

This project is focused on using social interactions to shape sustainable behaviour which can 
then increase industrial sustainability. It is not focused on ecological restoration, complete 
site redevelopment (such as new uses) or eco-industrial principles, though these are relevant 
and important. They are definitely suitable for future research or design investigations 
however.

These findings and their results will be utilised and applied to Harbourside Business Park in 
Rosebank Road in both analysis and design investigations.

Industry is a big part of the economy and commercial sector and a known contributor to 
pollution and other environmental issues. Any improvement in industrial sustainability will 
positively affect global sustainability. If people are educated and guided into acting more 
sustainably within their industrial workplace, there is a good likelihood that they will take 
it and use more sustainable principles in other aspects of their lives, and expose family and 
friends as well.

A more economically and environmentally sustainable approach to industry and its 
contextual landscape will benefit people, nature and business and allow it to more easily 
be transformed if and when it’s industrial purpose ends. Industry will continue to exist 
world-wide and a new model/method of design to encourage and increase sustainability 
in a context that is typically completely unsustainable can be utilised in new and retro-
fitted industrial centres globally. Landscape architects as designers are perfectly situated to 
improved industrial sustainability in both existing and new situations.

How this Could Affect Design

Physical improvement isn’t the ultimate goal and will not be able to achieve economic, 
social and environmental sustainability in an industrial setting. Using site changes as a tool 
to increase/improve social interactions (between each other and the landscape) could be 
used as a method of increasing sustainable actions and behaviour which will then translate 
to both industry and environment. A chain reaction as such, though there are other 
sustainable benefits of physical improvement, such as green infrastructure, reduction in 
stormwater/pollutants/impervious surfaces and better aesthetics that may help to improve 
environmental awareness and perception.

Following are some areas of focus related to design that could work to improve the social 
aspect of an industrial site. These were as a result of the initial research and were generated 
about halfway through this project.

Orientation
This is about a focus on all site aspects, angles and perceptions. Changing from a singular 
focus, which is usually a central road, to other aspects of a site’s environment will help 
generate an awareness of the rest of the surroundings, which will increase a sense of place 
and hopefully aesthetic perception. An improved awareness of local environment and the 
aesthetics will therefore hopefully increase the levels of care invested into the landscape. 
Changing and manipulating orientation can also create an increased visual connection and 
start to bring social interaction into the landscape even if via visual connections.
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4. Harbourside Business Park
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4. Harbourside Business Park

Context
The design outcomes will be tested in Harbourside Business Park, part of the industrial 
precinct of Rosebank Peninsula in Auckland. Rosebank Peninsula is an industrial site situated 
within an estuarine environment that has a high level of biodiversity in Auckland, New 
Zealand. The Rosebank Business Precinct portion of the peninsula, which is the focus of the 
project, begins at approximately the intersection between Rosebank Road and Honan Place 
and extends to the northern tip.

Rosebank Peninsula’s zoning is light industry to the South and heavy industry to the North. 
The peninsula sits within an estuarine environment that includes Pollen and Traherne Islands 
and the Motu Manawa Marine Reserve, all of which are home to a diverse range of flora and 
fauna. “Motu Manawa Marine Reserve protects some 500 hectares of the inner reaches of 
Auckland’s Waitemata Harbour and includes intertidal mudflats, tidal channels, mangrove 
swamp, saltmarsh and shellbanks. The reserve is bounded to the south by the industrial 
suburb of Rosebank Peninsula and to the east by residential Waterview...The intertidal flats to 
the west of Pollen Island are probably the best example of mangrove and saltmarsh habitat in 
the Waitemata Harbour...” (‘Motu Manawa Marine Reserve’, 1997, p. 1).

Much of the peninsula edge and adjacent mangrove fields have been used as rubbish dumps 
over the years and are in contrast to the quality natural environment surrounding them. As a 
generalization, much of the edge is weedy, full of buried and unburied trash, and isn’t easily 
accessible. Sites such as the Kurt Brehmer walkway are an exception.

Harbourside Business Park is located at 525 Rosebank Road on the eastern side of the 
peninsula. It contains a wide variety of light industrial companies and employs approximately 
500 - 600 people over 20 properties. Harbourside is not very visible from the road frontage 
and struggles with landscape maintenance and tenancy at this time. The body corporate 
for the Harbourside Business Park sees landscape as a mainly aesthetic and maintenance 
concern that affects the value of the park. They want an appealing location that attracts new 
tenants and keeps the current occupants. 

Rosebank Peninsula from the North
Photo by Greg Kempthorne from the SH16 Causeway Upgrade Project
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Original scale 1:15000

Original scale 1:250,000
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Original scale
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Edge Vegetation

Harbourside Vegetation

Public Roads

Harbourside 
Roads/Car Parks

Harbourside Buildings

Harbourside Business Park
Existing Plan

Harbourside Business Park
Proposed Plan

Both the existing and proposed site plans sit within Rosebank 
Peninsula similarly. They also have similar amounts of vegetation and 
impervious surfaces. In fact, from a small scale aerial view it could be 
hard to spot distinct differences.

The biggest difference is the level of connectivity to the wider 
context. The existing plan only connects to Rosebank Road and this is 
through the indistinct driveways. The proposed  design has a distinct 
design element at Rosebank Road and designated footpaths all the 
way from the road out to a proposed public boardwalk in the estuary. 

The new design emphasises an increased connection to the wider 
Rosebank Context.

Original scale 1:1500

Original scale 1:1500
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Site Photos
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A selection of site photos help to create a better 
understanding of Harbourside Business Park. These include 
buildings, the estuary and the vegetation. The photos begin 
at the primary site entrance and continue on a loop to the 
secondary entrance and exit.

Weedy edge vegetation overwhelms native species.

Sloping down from the entrance to the bottom of the site. Industrial warehouse. One of the many retaining walls.
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10

The existing social space near building - a lone picnic table.

Rubbish not stored in suitable area.

One of the many buildings for lease or sale.

Major slope and retaining walls.

Extensive car parking.

The steepest slope and most vegetated area on site.
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11
12

13

14

The mangrove - dominated estuary looking towards State Highway 16.

One of the warehouses.

Towards existing wetland and buildings.

Secondary entrance/exit and more car parking.
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5. Analysis
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Basic Harbourside Business Park Analysis

These maps show the existing site and it’s main physical features. Some were hand drawn 
using aerial photography, GIS mapping, and physical observations on site. Others are GIS 
maps using Auckland Council information.

The steepness demonstrated by the contours is very evident on site with lots of retaining 
walls and steep slopes. The contours have been shaded to make the steep areas easier to 
read.

The cadastral boundaries were important as the site is made up of various land parcels and 
owners that are governed by a body corporate. This also showed how close the buildings are 
to council land and what is actually part of Harbourside. Knowledge of site boundaries was 
important for the design phase.

Vegetation on the site was identified as it can be hard to tell from an aerial plan. The types 
of vegetation were also identified and placed into a wider context of nearby industry in 
Rosebank Peninsula. This delineates between trees, lawns and estuary edge vegetation.

Harbourside Business Park Facts

500 - 600 people employed

Body corporate is in charge of buildings

Approximately 3.52 hectares in size

Approximately 20 units

Primarily north facing aspect

Current vacancies

Adjacent to protected marine reserve

5. Analysis

Contours
1:500

Harbourside Business Park

Original scale 1:500 and 1:800
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Cadastral Boundaries Impervious Surfaces

Storm/Waste Water Contours

GIS Analysis
Site Analysis using Geographical Information Systems and data sourced from Auckland Council

Original scale 1:500
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Harbourside Business Park

Existing vegetation is primarily composed 
of native species and weeds along the 
estuarine edge and a mix of native and 
exotic vegetation in car parks, on slopes, 
and along retaining walls.

Existing Vegetation

1:800

• Passage Software Ltd
• Xact Labels
• Rosebank Business Association
• Fuchs Lubricants
• IDT Workforce Solutions 
• Charles Parsons
• Universal Specialties Limited
• Brandhub Limited
• No. 8 Kitchen
• GS1
• PSG Websites
• Hastie NZ Ltd
• Isometric Solutions
• CADPRO Systems Ltd
• IC Frith NZ Ltd
• Savings & Investments Ltd
• Pacific International Insurance Limited
• National Maori PHO Coalition
• USL Medical
• One Steel
• Fineline Marine
• MH New Zealand
• Norcross

There is no heavy industry present. 
Warehouses hold medium level 
industry and the other buildings 
are composed of light industrial 
businesses. Companies currently 
operating on site are listed opposite.

Original scale 1:800 and 1:1500
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Ground Truthing

1:500

Harbourside Business Park

Pohutukawa Trees

Ground truthing is an important part of 
analysis. It reveals aspects and issues 
on site not able to be determined from 
aerial views or site photos. 

For Harbourside Business Park this 
was used to identify the windiest 
locations, areas of erosion, where and 
what type of storm water interventions 
are present, the biggest and most 
notable trees, and heights in relation to 
buildings, landscape and context.

This ground truthing was mapped 
out and then used to shape design 
investigations. 

This map is a different orientation because of the writing on the original map. 

This was the result of a site visit to identify issues and features on site that 
couldn’t be identified on a plan or GIS analysis mapping.

This included the locations of major Pohutukawa trees, where and what type of 
storm water drains are present, building heights, and issues such as an area of 
erosion.

Original scale 1:500
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Social Analysis

Circulation Around 
Buildings

Harbourside Business Park

The way people currently circulate 
around the buildings on site. 1:800

Besides the standard site analysis, there were two other types of analysis performed. The first 
was from a social perspective. 

This looked at where and when people access and use the site, where they are most likely to 
gather or interact, and what the existing patterns of pedestrian circulation are, to what the 
“people” site concerns are. There were also early design investigations of how existing social 
patterns could be connected via footpaths or similar.

Existing social interactions appear to primarily happen where vehicle car parking, roads and 
building entrances meet. It also seemed to be apparent that social interaction did not really 
happen at all in the areas designated for it, such as the picnic tables. It was more likely to 
happen off site at a cafe or as accidental meetings while heading to and from your car.

Original scale 1:800
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Harbourside Business Park

This diagram and analysis overlays both existing 
and possible circulation patterns with building 
connections  to reveal links between connections 
and areas where there is a confluence. This is to 
help shape locations in need of design later on. 
The circles are the areas of interest.

Existing and Proposed  
Links between Visual 
and Physical 
Connections

1:800

Original scale 1:800 and 1:500
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Proposed Pedestrian
Network
1:500

Harbourside Business Park

This footpath was an attempt to create a more connected 
and accessible site through meandering pathways.

Proposed 
Boardwalk 
and Related 
Cadastral 
Boundaries

Harbourside Business Park

Cadastral boundaries and first proposed public 
boardwalk. The boardwalk is situated on Auckland 
Council land and reserve. 1:500

Harbourside Business Park

Early investigations into linking existing 
circulation to new pedestrian paths.

Potential Pedestrian 
Connections
1:800

These proposed pedestrian connections use existing site conditions and social patterns 
to show how the site could be more socially connected. Though this forays into design 
territory they were done during analysis as a direct result of what was being discovered.

Original scale 1:800 and 1:500
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Connectivity Analysis

Buildings focus on 
facing the roads and 
car parking.

Harbourside Business Park

Current Primary 
Building Aspect
1:800

Building aspect 
proposed as important

Existing building 
aspect

Harbourside Business Park

Building Aspect

1:800

Estuary

Open Space

Harbourside Business Park

This the aspect that is proposed as beneficial 
to the site versus current building aspect.

City Centre

Potential Building 
Aspect
1:800

This analysis looked at how buildings and site conditions such as storm water connect to 
their wider environment or could potentially connect to improve the site. 

Building aspect was a fairly big part of this analysis. Currently, nearly all the buildings 
only focus on facing the road. There are a couple of exceptions but for most that is their 
only aspect. However, most buildings in their design have the potential to shift aspect to 
include the estuary or other buildings.

Overland flow paths for storm water and their connection to the estuary were also 
looked at. Investigations included the locations of overland flow paths based on 
contours, collection points based on buildings block the route and where more than one 
path converge, and areas where the concentration of water runoff would be the most 
pronounced.

Original scale 1:800
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Harbourside Business Park

Building Entrances

1:800

Overland Flow Paths 
and Collection Points
1:500

Harbourside Business Park

Storm Water 
Overland Flow Paths

Points of Water 
Collection

Storm Water Overland
Flow Paths
1:500

High Points

Gullies

Harbourside Business Park

This analysis used contours to identify where gullies and 
ridges were situated in order to find where overland 
flow paths would be located for storm water.

Storm Water
Overland Flow

Harbourside Business Park

This map is an analysis of overland flow paths and where 
these could be collected or or interrupted to clean and 
infiltrate the water runoff. 1:500

Original scale 1:800 and 1:500
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6. Research and Analysis Matrix
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As a result of the literature research and the site analysis, a matrix was developed as a 
method to correlate the findings with design techniques that could satisfy the research 
question. Design elements were drawn from the research and analysis and then related to 
the design goals proposed to satisfy the outcome desired for the site. 

The design goal headings were chosen as seen to be important in creating a sustainable 
industrial landscape using social interactions. They also tackle the overall sustainability of the 
site. The corresponding design moves aim to satisfy the goals and overarching question.

Each heading was correlated to a design element following. If the design element would help 
to achieve the goal, then a note was written about why it was important. If it wasn’t relevant 
to the goal the space was left blank. It is a method to make the relationship between social 
interaction characteristics, sustainability and design connected and more cohesive. It also 
provided a framework to start investigating overall site design. 

This meant that the outcome was specific as to how each design element would satisfy one 
or more of the goals for the site. These outcomes were used in many of the early design 
investigations and were pivotal in shaping the final design, though certainly the findings and 
goals evolved as the project continued.

Goal 1: Bring people together
Bringing people together is one of the most important ways to increase the quantity of 
social interaction. If you can bring people together there will always be some sort of social 
interaction and experience happening.

Goal 2: Encourage people to linger
The longer people stay within a place, whether an overall site or specific spot within the site, 
the more likely social activities and interaction will take place. Fleeting visits or immediately 
leaving after work reduces social opportunities.

Goal 3: Inspire pride of place
People who are proud of something generally are more willing to take care of it and invest 
time and effort into it. This includes workplaces and landscapes. 

Goal 4: Make sustainable behaviour easier and more appealing
Most people are more likely to participate in behaviours that are sustainable if they are just 
as easy as the non-sustainable options, if they are aesthetically appealing, or if there is some 
form of incentive. If sustainable behaviours are difficult then they rely on people having an 
eco-friendly world view.

Goal 5: Improve environmental/ecological quality
A higher quality of ecology and natural environment will always work towards a more 
sustainable site. A less weedy/neglected natural environment will also appeal more strongly 
to those who view it and helps to get people more accepting of ecological quality.

6. Research and Analysis Matrix
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1. Bring People Together 2. Encourage People to 
Linger

3. Inspire Pride of Place 4. Make Sustainable 
Behaviour Easier and 
More Appealing

5. Improve 
Environmental/Ecological 
Quality

                Design Goals
Design Elements
Communal Space

Sight Lines

Level Changes

Visual and Physical 
Aesthetics

Passive and Interactive 
Activities

Flexible Use

Visibility

Privacy and Open Space

Functional Vegetation

Suitable for Different Ages, 
Cultures, Genders
Ease of Landscape 
Management

Storm Water Management

Expose Natural Environment

Incorporate Subtle 
Sustainable Cues and 
Opportunities
Promote Awareness

Space which brings people together 
will increase social interaction.

More people in one spot will 
encourage people to stay around.

A good community space will inspire 
pride. This affects perception of site.

Visual connectivity encourages visual 
interaction and attracts people.

Visual contact can make places more 
appealing or meaningful.

Can be used to bring people to one 
space and open up site visually and 
physically.

Changing levels is interesting and 
can be utilised as social or activity 
space.

Level changes could be utilised as a 
way to enhance visual appeal and 
use of site.

Depending on materiality could be 
used to absorb storm water and 
demonstrate how this works.

People like to gather where it is both 
attractive and comfortable.

People are likely to stay longer if site 
attractive, comfortable and suits 
range of needs.

People are proud of places that 
they find appealing and care for 
them more.

Sustainable options are more likely 
to be used if attractive to people.

Having the ability for passive use or 
for scheduled activities will bring a 
wider range of people together.

More types of activities generate a 
longer use of the site by people.

Different activity types appeal to 
more people which can equate to 
more people taking pride in the 
place.

Ecological moves that are attractive 
are more accepted and welcomed.

Many uses in one place generally 
means more people in that space.

More than one purpose means 
people can use the space more 
often.

If sustainable features are flexible to 
the user then more likely to be used.

Flexibility appeals to a wider range 
of people who are likely to be 
inspired.

When something is visually obvious 
people are likely to gather there.

When things are visible rather 
than hidden people can take more 
responsibility for them

People generally only take pride in 
things that they can see easily or 
are special.

Making ecology/environment site 
improvements  visually obvious  
catches people’s attention.

People want to congregate where 
there are options depending on 
group size and emotions.

People are more likely to use site for 
longer if it caters to individual and 
group needs.

People like vegetative aesthetics and 
take pride if appealing/appropriate 
for site.

Using vegetation to treat storm 
water, for erosion protection etc. 
shows its importance.

The wider the target group of users, 
the more different types of people 
will use one space.

More types of users and a more 
flexible site encourages longer  
periods of use.

Appeal to a wider range of people 
can mean more groups take pride in 
the place.

If management is easier it will stay 
appealing for longer and be easier to 
maintain.

If environmental/ecological 
improvements are more easily 
maintained, it will demonstrate its 
sustainability.

Showing storm water management 
can be appealing will make 
sustainable behavior easier.

Makes an obvious environmental 
improvement.

It is easier to be more sustainable 
when you know what’s affected.

Showing what is improved or needs 
more work will help people become 
more aware.

If cues and opportunities are subtle, 
people are less likely to rebel against 
them, and more likely to embrace 
and try them.

Subtleness can be used to improve 
ecological quality without being 
too “in your face” so that it is more 
accepted.

Bringing an awareness of other 
people  encourages social 
interaction.

Awareness of people and 
environment can change views and 
make people proud.

Improved awareness of sustainable 
options and its effects can make 
them more appealing or desirable.

Environmental awareness is crucial 
to improving its quality.
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7. Initial Design Tests
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A design methodology has been developed around the concept that positive social 
interactions can improve sustainability by altering people’s behaviour and attitude. Through 
the design of an industrial park using a social framework, the project tests whether the 
social methodology works successfully to improve the site’s level of sustainability through an 
increase in the quantity and quality of social interactions.

Initial design investigations were generated at a variety of scales. The first zooming out 
and looking at the design potential of a Rosebank-wide cycleway/footpath network in the 
estuarine environment that connects the existing State Highway 16 cycleway and Rosebank 
Road to the more southern residential areas. This also looks at connectivity to bus stops and 
whether access through the industry are either on public or private land.

At a closer scale, the design investigations look at connections from Harbourside Business 
Park to Rosebank Road and the proposed cycleway/footpath from the peninsula-wide 
design exploration. This scale also looks at site design interventions in a broader context, not 
particularly detailed.

An even closer scale focusing only on Harbourside is then utilised. This allows a bit more 
focus on the details of proposed design schemes. There are a few schemes that focus only on 
a central community space rather than the whole site.

A series of the design schemes are based on the matrix results and focus on one or more of 
the design goals and their related interventions. These maps have been labelled with the 
numbers of the corresponding design goals that they are attempting to reflect. 

The design journey was important to this project and explored how the research and initial 
findings could contribute to a design outcome for the research question.

7. Initial Design Tests

Rosebank Peninsula

Harbourside 
Business Park

State Highway 16

Design Investigation
Rosebank Pedestrian 
Network
1:5000

Rosebank Pedestrian Network

This is a concept plan for the creation of a network of footpaths/cycleways 
around Rosebank Peninsula. This could provide recreational options as well as a 
safer, alternative route to workplaces.

The arrows point to bus stops and possible connections outside the scope of this 
plan. This shows the possibilities of connectivity.

Original scale 1:5000
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Existing North-Western 
Cycleway

Existing Kurt Brehmer 
Walkway

Harbourside Business 
Park

Rosebank Peninsula

Design Investigation
Rosebank Pedestrian 
Connections
1:5000

Rosebank Pedestrian Network

This plan shows how a proposed pedestrian/cycle network could connect 
into existing routes, to create a more connected network that offers 
alternative routes to work and for recreation.

This map identifies the proposed pedestrian network and whether 
the connections would be on council/public land or on private land 
where special permission would be needed.

Original scale 1:5000
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Vegetation
Terraces or Stairs
Footpath
Sight Lines
Repeated Site Element 
Providing Cohesiveness

Design Investigation 
1&2 Matrix Focus

Harbourside Business Park

1:800

Matrix Based Schemes

Views from the site buidlings to their wider environment, including 
other industries or the estuary, provide an emphasis on visual 
connections.

Creating level changes in all major slope changes on the site 
ensures an increase in accessibiity throughout the site.

This design focuses on repeating a site element such as a 
sculpture, signage or other object that can be strongly identified 
with the site. Repeating it around the site should create a sense of 
identity within the business park. Sense of identity can be linked 
with pride in a place.

A footpath around the site connects the buildings to each other 
through both sight lines and general connectivity. There is a 
recreational and practical aspect to it.

Vegetation is used primarily for aesthetic purposes. Stairways are 
designed to be interesting and fun.

Original scale 1:1500 and 1:800

1: Bring people together
2: Encourage people to linger

Matrix Goals
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Harbourside Business Park

Wetland

Wetland

Wetland

Footpath

Sight Lines

Swales

Level Changes

Design Investigation
1&4 Matrix Focus
1:800

Matrix Based Schemes

Sight lines and circular patterns shape this communal space. It is 
a primarily social space with private areas of seating, open space 
for group events and terraces to provide slope access. There is an 
emphasis on adding plenty of small private and intimate spaces for 
relaxation.

Original scale 1:500 and 1:800

A focus on storm water management techniques combined with 
footpaths and sight lines. Swales and wetlands work to catch runoff 
and are primarily situated along the lines of sight between buildings.

The slopes have been terraced for accessibility both within the site 
itself and down the peninsula edge into the estuary.

1: Bring people together
2: Encourage people to linger

Matrix Goals

4: Make sustainable behavior easier and 
more appealing
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Matrix Based Schemes

A focus on connectivity of storm water management features while 
including social space. Wetlands and the estuary are connected 
by numerous swales, creating a storm water network. Small social 
spaces are situated throughout the site, however no big group 
spaces are present.

This design was an experiement in adding vegetation patches 
to connect to wider vegetative context. Views and lines of sight 
were used to orientate the site. 

Terracing of slopes was used to make them more accessible, 
while also being more appealing visually.

Original scale 1:500 & 1:800

1: Bring people together
Matrix Goals

4: Make sustainable behavior easier and 
more appealing
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Matrix Based Schemes
Original scale 1:500 & 1:800

A central community social space was the focus of this 
investigation. Open spaces with seating and terrace like stairs are 
situated around triangular shaped wetlands. A couple select sight 
lines are used to shape the patterns within the social spaces. 

This plan is focused on creating a community social space in the 
middle of the site. There is one main social gathering point  with 
patches of garden-like vegetation. Steps cascade down the different 
changes in levels to create more accessibility.

3: Inspire pride of place
2: Encourage people to linger
Matrix Goals

4: Make sustainable behavior easier and 
more appealing
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Design Investigation
Footpath and Sight 
Lines
1:1500

Footpath Boardwalks Jut Over 
Water

Sight Line Orientation

Communal
Space

Cycle/Walkway

Harbourside Business Park

Bus Stop Design 
Investigation
Sight Lines and 
Vegetation 

Harbourside Business Park

Boardwalk

Cafe

Bus Stops

Rosebank Road

Vegetation

Sight Lines

Footpath

1:1500

Design 
Investigation
Wetland and 
Terraces

Harbourside Business Park

Wetland

Swales

Wetlands

Sight Lines
Stairs

Stairs

Rosebank Road 
Footpath Connections

1:1500

Mid Scale Investigations
Original scale 1:1500

This basic plan uses sight lines to shape the 
site pattern and to visually and physically link 
buildings to buildings, buildings to nature, and 
social spots to nature and industry. The aim is to 
improve interactions.

Boardwalks from Harbourside Business Park  
extend over the water for views, recreation and 
environmental interaction.

Communal space provides increased 
opportunities for social interaction and 
engagement.

This design shows patches of vegetation shaped 
by patterns created by sight lines. It also shows 
how Harbourside could connect to Rosebank 
Road.

This is another combination of storm water 
management devices, sight lines and accessibility 
up and down slopes. There are quite a few 
stairway connections.
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Mid Scale Investigations

This design focuses on using different shapes and forms of wetlands to add 
aesthetic value and treat storm water coming off the site.

It is eclectic and was trying new and different forms. Stairs were designed to 
work similarly to amphitheater seating as well as stairs, and terraces down 
the middle hill are essentially very wide steps.

A people network from water to road with links to cafes and bus 
stops is one of the premises of this plan. The boardwalk over water 
connects people to the natural environment and is a public space. 
However, safety and privacy for Harbourside Business Park is a 
priority.

“Markers” are distinct site-specific items which make the site unique 
from other nearby areas.

The sight lines are used to draw people physically and visually 
between nature and the built environment. They could be paths, 
paving, colour, vegetation, water features or similar.

Terracing of steep slopes provides accessibility, community space and 
visual improvements such as views.

Original scale 1:1500
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Design 
Investigation
Pattern Focus

Harbourside Business Park

1:500

Wetland

Wetland

Wetland

Wetland

Wetland
Wetland

Vegetation

Vegetation

Vegetation

Vegetation

Vegetation
Paving

Paving

Paving

Design 
Investigation
Storm Water

Harbourside Business Park

1:500Wetland

Overland Flow Paths

Storm Water Planters

Existing Storm Water 
Drainage Pipes

Site Scale Investigations

This was just a play on shapes and patterns that could be created 
within the site. Primarily triangular shapes and alternating strips 
of materials.

Here is a combination of storm water site analysis and design moves 
that could work with the existing structure and flow paths.

Original scale 1:500
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Swales are situated along lines of sight throughout the site. 
These work to both draw your eye and treat storm water. 
Comprehensive terraces add interest and social function to 
the slopes. The public boardwalk creates connectivity with the 
wider area. Original scale
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Design Investigation
Storm Water and 
Terraces
1:500

Harbourside Business Park

Wetland

Wetlands

Wetlands

Terracing

Terracing

Terracing

Sight Lines

Swales

Swales

Design Investigation
Rain Gardens and 
Social Network
1:500

Harbourside Business Park

Overland Storm 
Water Flow Paths

Footpaths
Footpaths

Terraced Social Space

Rain Gardens

Rain Gardens

Site Scale Investigations
Original scale 1:500

Storm water management design techniques are prominent in this 
plan. A combination of swales and wetlands shaped by previously 
identified lines of sight are the main feature.

All the major slopes or existing stairways have been terraced to 
increase accessibility.

This design used overland flow paths and building placing to 
generate the locations for rain gardens. Footpaths navigate the site 
linking the rain gardens and buildings. The terraced area is a social 
space.
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This proposed design is leading into the final design. It proposes 
terraces down the steep mid site slope with the site connected by a 
main footpath. 

The boardwalk in the estuary is on the council owned land and quite 
close to Harbourside Business Park. 

Swales are situated on lines of sight between buildings, both to 
emphasize the sight lines and to collect and treat storm water.

The wetland is existing and continues to function to collect excess 
water runoff. Original scale
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Harbourside Business Park

Design Investigation
Communal Space
Not to scale

Design Investigation
Communal Space

Harbourside Business Park

Footpath

Bushes

Trees

Grasses and 
Flaxes

Stairs

Stairs

Flax

Not to scale

Harbourside Business Park

Tree 

Tree 

Stairs

Stairs

Footpath

Design Investigation
Communal Space
Not to scale

Harbourside Business Park

Early Perspective 
Concept
Not to Scale

Not to Scale

Harbourside Business Park

Early Perspective 
Concept

Harbourside Business Park

Early Concept 
Section
Not to scale

Communal Space and Slope Investigation

Playing with meandering footpaths in 
central community space.

An exploration into potential design for 
communal space in the centre of the site. 
A mix of footpaths and staggered stairs 
orientated by building to building sight lines. 

Communal social space plan in the centre of the 
site. Focus is on planting, along with navigating 
down the slopes via stairways.

This little section/diagram explores how 
terracing of a slope might generate 
increased views.

This is an exploration of how design could 
make the steeper slopes more accessible 
while providing social opportunity.

This was looking at one of the steep slopes and 
investigating how accessibility and social space could work 
together on an existing spot that is prohibitively steep.

No scale
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Design Investigation
Pedestrian Network
1:500

Boardwalk

Footpaths

Footpaths

Harbourside Business Park

Widened Footpath to Act as 
Social Space

Design Investigation
Social Space and 
Sight Lines
1:500

Communal Space

Sight Lines

Harbourside Business ParkDraft Final Proposal as Presented 
to Harbourside Business Park

This was the first stage of finished design resulting from analysis, research and 
earlier design investigations. The two plans on this page are layers of the design 
with the complete plan coming after. This design was presented to the Harbourside 
Business Park Body Corporate and feedback was received. Changes were then made 
to the plan and through continuing design the refined and final design was created. 

Much of this design was based on the earlier design investigations and includes 
pedestrian circulation, storm water management, lines of sight, communal space 
and making the slopes more accessible.

After meeting with the Harbourside Business Park Body Corporate, there were concerns 
raised and suggestions made about the proposed design. The biggest concerns were 
about council participation in elements of the site that are situated completely or 
partially on council land, privacy issues with a public boardwalk, and slowing traffic 
down. They were also reluctant to shift car parking around as it would take a bit of effort 
and discussion with land owners. However, it is possible. The main suggestions were to 
expand the terracing to other slopes, use the sight lines as speed bumps, and make sure 
wind factors were accounted for. These suggestions and concerns were all taken into 
consideration when altering and improving the design. 

This is just a layer from the first draft completed design.

This is a layer of the complete plan of the sight lines and communal space, 
which are both social features.

Original scale 1:500
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Draft Final Proposal as Presented to 
Harbourside Business Park

This was the first complete design proposed. It incorporates earlier 
design interventions including sight lines, terracing, social spaces, 
footpaths, a public boardwalk, and storm water planters. These are 
used together to create a comprehensive site network. This plan was 
presented to the body corporate and the terracing in paticular was well 
received. However, there were concerns about the public boardwalk 
and the storm water planters that encroached on council land. Original scale
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8. Refined Design
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Rosebank Peninsula Pedestrian Network
This is the final proposal for a cycleway/footpath and estuarine boardwalk throughout 
Rosebank Peninsula. This will provide new ways to access the peninsula with less traffic 
conflicts, while connecting to existing pedestrian routes. It will also provide a direct 
connection with the estuary, which is hard to access at this time. 

At the top of the peninsula, the proposed network connects into the North Western cycleway 
both at Patiki and Rosebank Road as well as a connection to the estuarine boardwalk on the 
peninsula’s eastern side. The proposal also expands the existing Kurt Brehmer walkway on 
Rosebank’s western side and connects it to a new link to the residential areas and main roads 
to the south.

There are footpaths down the main roads in Rosebank Peninsula, however they are narrow 
and do not allow for cyclists. Making them wider using some of the extensive road verges 
would increase their accessibility and make alternative transport a more feasible option.

The bus stops will be better connected and they have the potential to become bigger and 
more expansive with better shelter, seating, footpath/cycleway inclusiveness and much more 
noticeable to the general public. This will encourage more social interactions and encourage 
an increase in the use of public transport. Accessibility and appeal are key factors in transport 
preference.

The new connections from Rosebank Road to the proposed public boardwalk have been 
primarily situated on public roads or drives. However, a few sections have selectively been 
placed on what is currently private land. These would need owner permission; however they 
would bring more people to the industry(s) and provide that greater connectivity. The private 
links are ideal but other options could be considered.

The proposed public estuarine boardwalk goes from the residential area of Rosebank 
Peninsula all the way to the North Western cycleway. This boardwalk has plenty of room for 
both pedestrians and cyclists and sits both on the council-owned peninsula edges as well as 
directly through the estuary and mangroves. This gives a scenic route and exposure to the 
natural ecology of the area. It also encourages and provides alternative transport options. 
The concept was generated from an earlier council initiative to have a pedestrian route along 
the edge. 

Overall, the network contributes to social connectivity and encourages sustainable behaviour 
and attitude through exposure to the natural environment and easier and more appealing 
alternative transport options. It certainly doesn’t solve all the peninsula’s issues but partially 
satisfies the area’s desire for improved aesthetics and social involvement. There are concerns 
about privacy, safety and cost involved with this scheme from the point of view of the local 
industries, but these could be greatly mitigated with more detailed planning.

8. Refined Design

The complete and final design outcome is a direct result of the research, analysis and earlier 
design phase. Initially the design was very focused on triangular forms that were either 
existing on site or created by sight lines. These changed as they were too small to be effective 
or used and were not particularly conducive to generating anything that could improve social 
and environmental sustainability besides small social spaces. There was also a strong early 
focus on lots of little wetlands or swales across the site. As the design evolved, there was a 
realisation that the wetlands were too small to be functional and that the swales weren’t 
able to be positioned in a way to be effective. Initial designs also lost far too many car parks 
to be practical. 

After discussing the draft design with the body corporate some of the initial design moves 
were rethought. Every move needed to have some effect on the social aspect of the design 
or at least increase environmental quality. Other aspects that inspired design changes from 
the first complete design included the idea of more repetition of design elements throughout 
the site for cohesiveness, creating design cues along Rosebank Road to reflect Harbourside, 
ensuring the sight lines were materialistically relevant to the location and adding enough car 
parks to make up for those lost through social space.

The final refined outcome was the design that seemed to be the most appropriate to tackle 
the site conditions such as slope and lack of connectivity, as well as providing an increase in 
social interaction opportunities. It was also the most visually and physically cohesive design. 
An additional benefit was that each design element would easily be able to be implemented 
on the existing site without overly extensive alterations and construction. It makes use of the 
existing slopes and wetland while providing a more social and pedestrian focused site.

The plan aims to generate and improve social interaction through a set of design 
interventions that are easily able to be implemented. By providing social opportunities 
and drawing people together along with demonstrating sustainable techniques, people’s 
behaviour and attitude should become more sustainable. This shift should increase care of 
the site, generate an increase in sustainable choices and encourage companies to get more 
on board with the idea of social, economic and environmental sustainability.
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Rosebank Peninsula Pedestrian Network

Original scale 1:5000
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Harbourside Business Park 
Overall Concept 

There were five main design intervention concepts that were used to shape the final plan for 
Harbourside Business Park. All are easily implemented and could be utilised at other sites. 
They all work to increase the site’s sustainability through social interactions or site conditions. 

Pedestrian Network
This is comprised of both the public boardwalk proposed earlier and a site-wide network of 
footpaths. The footpaths on site purposely cross the roads as a deliberate aim to prioritize 
pedestrians while creating actual pathways between buildings and the environment. There 
are two main thoroughfares that come into the site from Rosebank Road and extend all the 
way out to the boardwalk and then out into the estuary, and secondary pathways connect 
up the buildings between them. Pedestrian connections are important to get people out and 
using the site while providing safe recreation and access to social spaces. The more people 
are out walking, the more opportunity for social interaction.

Sight Lines
These primarily use lines of sight between building entrances but in a few cases are between 
building entrances and notable windows or the estuary. These visual trajectories are marked 
out on ground level using red variegated flaxes, a reddish gravel asphalt mix and corten 
posts. By marking them out at ground level the goal is to draw a person’s eye towards other 
industries, important social spaces, and most importantly other people. They also provide a 
distinct visual aesthetic, which helps to organise the site. 

Storm Water Management
Storm water planters and a wetland help to catch, clean and slowly release the site’s 
storm water in a more sustainable manner. They contain vegetation, which provides visual 
aesthetics to the site, opportunities for a stronger ecology and prevents erosion. Storm water 
planters were chosen for their infiltration methods and suitability for narrow spaces. The 
wetland is the main device to collect storm water and allow the sediment to settle. These not 
only physically improve the environmental sustainability; they make sustainable techniques 
obvious to people without sacrificing visual aesthetics. 

Changes in Elevation
Terraces were chosen as the most appealing and practical way to utilise changes in elevation 
and make them more accessible, appealing and multi-functional. The terraces are situated on 
existing steep slopes, creating a way for people to get up and down the slopes. An alternate 
pattern of grass and concrete improves the multi-functional dimensions of this design 
technique. The grass provides a soft and comfortable area for sitting, eating lunch or relaxing, 
and is appealing to the eye. The concrete terraces are practical for sitting, walking, staying 
clean and gathering on. Grass terraces also help to absorb some of the storm water runoff. All 
of them can act as social spaces for small gatherings or one-on-one time.

Social Spaces
These are key to generating social interactions and experience. Within the terraces are a few 
small ‘rooms’ which are either inserted into the terraces or work as platforms out from the 
terraces. Both types have seating and amenities such as an all-weather charging station for 
electronics. Most also have some sort of shelter. These are suitable for small to mid-sized 
groups of people. There is also a larger space that is a dual purpose area with car parking 
during work hours, but with the ability to be transformed into a lovely big social space. 
Temporary shelter can be erected using fittings provided, seating can be placed and there 
is plenty of room for events such as a site wide Christmas Party or a product launch. People 
will have both planned and unplanned social interactions within these social spaces that are 
in the Harbourside environment. This will hopefully create pride in the people present, and 
encourage care of the site and sustainable choices.
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Harbourside Business Park 
Detailed Plans

These are closer, more detailed plans that show the site design more thoroughly. They focus 
on three important parts of the design. The first is the roadside entrance, the second is the 
junction of the proposed Harbourside Business Park footpath and public boardwalk, and 
the third is the main set of terraces and adjacent communal spaces. These provide more 
information about materiality, seating, shade and shelter, and basic design and function.

Entrance
The first plan shows how changes to the local bus stop and design elements by the main 
entrance reflect the site concept. This works to attract people and catch their attention as 
they drive by. This is important as Harbourside is unable to be seen from the road. Materials 
at the drive entrance are reflective of the sight lines and include vegetation found within 
Harbourside Business Park. The bus stop encompasses the footpath/cycleway to encourage 
more social interactions and less division between different alternative transport options. 

Identity is crucial to attracting people and encouraging pride and sense of place. It gives 
visitors and passersby an immediate idea or assumption about what the business park is 
about and whether they might find it worth visiting or occupying as a company.

Original scale 1:100
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A

Plan A shows the connection of the boardwalk and 
Harbourside pedestrian network. It demonstrates how the 
sight lines intersect the pedestrian paths and how they 
materially change across the landscape.

There is a privacy gate near the junction of the private 
footpath and the public boardwalk. This can be locked in 
the evenings or weekends when security is a concern. The 
boardwalk at this point is out in the estuary and does not 
touch the land so that people can’t easily access Harbourside 
except through the designated pathways. 

A set of storm water planters flank the site’s edges and 
collect and treat storm water runoff before it reaches the 
estuary. The foremost (dark green) planter is larger plants 
such as bushes and small trees, and more ornamental 
flowering plants. The second planter is grasses and sedges, 
and is more textural in appearance.

The sight lines across the road and car park asphalt are 
comprised of a red/orange pebble-filled concrete inset 
into the existing surface. Across the roads these are raised 
out of the ground to act as speed bumps. In the storm 
water planters and site edge the sight lines are made up 
of Phormium cookianum ‘Sundowner’. As they enter the 
estuary, the flaxes are replaced with Corten posts which 
maintain the colour scheme.

Original scale 1:100
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Plan B shows the main set of terraces and social spaces in the 
central part of the site. The terraces are not more than 90cm in 
height and in many cases are only around 60cm in height. This 
allows for more physical accessibility, and by removing some of 
the original overgrown vegetation, improves visual accessibility 
also. The terraces alternate between grass and concrete, and 
this provides a wider variety of experiences and choices. Grass 
is visually attractive, demonstrates care and provides a nice soft 
spot to sit and eat lunch. However, it is not really suitable in the 
winter. Therefore the concrete terraces provide year-
round access and seating/walking opportunities.

Original scale 1:100

The ‘rooms’ provide places for people to gather. The smaller spaces 
have seating and places to plug in portable devices, and some have 
year-round shelter. These spaces are great for small meetings, lunches, 
or catching up with friends. They generate social interactions. The 
dual purpose car park/communal space can be easily transformed 
from car parking to a big social space perfect for product launches 
and Christmas parties. This has fittings installed for the erection 
of temporary shelter and moveable seating must be brought in as 
needed. This is the most flexible space and the opportunities for social 
experiences are endless.

The sight lines across the road and concrete terraces are comprised of a red/
orange pebble-filled concrete inset into the existing surface. Across the roads 
these are raised out of the ground to act as speed bumps. Within the grass 
terraces the sight lines are made up of Phormium cookianum ‘Sundowner’. 
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Harbourside Business Park 
Design Diagrams

The following set of design diagrams were created to explain how the proposed design 
interventions work and the difference between the existing site and how the proposed plan 
would alter it.

Diagramming was an important stage of the design process to ensure that each element 
actually works in the manner intended and to investigate the design more comprehensively. 
The diagram pages use both plans and sections at a range of scales to explain the different 
layers incorporated in the final plan. They rely on using labelling, arrows and colour shading 
to explain and differentiate the existing, proposed, and functionality of the site interventions.

Diagrams include:

     - Pedestrian Access

     - Car Parking

     - Social Spaces

     - Sight Lines and Views

     - Storm Water Management

The quantity of diagramming depends on the information needed and the complexity of each 
layer. For example, the pedestrian network was easily summed up in one page; however the 
social space layer needed two pages to do it justice. 

Diagrams as presented here are representative of how the proposed interventions would 
work across the site. This means that a diagram of how one of the terraced storm water 
planters would work is how all the terraced storm water planters would work, with minimal 
alterations.

Working on the diagrams meant that refinements were made to the design, particularly the 
car parking as I needed to fit more in, and to the storm water planters as I needed to specify 
where the excess or treated storm water would go, and how the planters would work as 
storm water management devices.
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Harbourside Business Park 
Sections

Sections are important and give landscape architects the chance to show how 
their design relates to people. Sections for this project provide indications of 
height, changes in elevation, how people would be able to use the proposed 
interventions and the vegetation species used. 

The sections’ most important role is to provide an indication of how people use 
the design elements, making the design more understandable.  Each section cuts 
through a major part of the site where the most dramatic and important changes 
will be implemented. This includes the terracing, footpath and boardwalk 
connections, and the wetland. 

As a guide to understanding the sections, the lighter and more opaque an 
object or part of the section is, the further away from the cut through it is. This 
means they are somewhat elevational sections and provide some contextual 
information to help understand what is being displayed.

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section Plan
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Section 1

Section 1 has been split into two parts 
due to size. It looks at car parks, roads and 
buildings in relationship to staggered storm 
water planters, level storm water planters, 
and the Harbourside footpath and its 
connection to the public boardwalk.

People are the most likely to have social 
interactions where the Harbourside Business 
Park footpath meets the boardwalk. People 
heading in different directions create 
opportunities for social collision.

This set of connections also provides 
exposure to the natural environment 
functioning in a more sustainable manner. 
People are far more likely to embrace 
sustainable behaviour if they have a positive 
experience with its results or even just are 
becoming more aware.
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Section 2

This section focuses on the terraces 
leading down to the car park that can be 
transformed into a social space. 

The ability of people to access the terraces 
due to their height and change of materials 
is shown. They are the perfect size to sit or 
walk on and are able to be stepped up onto 
by most individuals. However there are 
stairs in another area for those who need 
easier access. 

The sunken storm water planter shows 
that the industrial quality metal grate over 
the top allows cars to park on top of it and 
people to walk over it. It still collects storm 
water and is functional without taking up 
extra space.

With cars no longer parked on the spot, it 
becomes a flexible space suited to a range 
of activities. The idea is that these activities, 
whether a body corporate arranged event 
or private company activity, will give a 
much needed social boost to the site. 
Social events, or even just gatherings of 
people, naturally create social interaction. 
If these are positive it will go a long way 
to increasing site happiness and appeal to 
businesses. Positive social interactions can 
improve the site’s economic, social and even 
environmental sustainability.
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Section 3

The final section shows the second set of 
terraces connecting to the wetland. 

The wetland is an important site element 
as it is the most major storm water 
management device on site and has the 
capability to collect and clean a much larger 
quantity of runoff compared to the storm 
water planters. Hosting a wide range of 
vegetation species also benefits the area’s 
local biodiversity. 

Positioning the wetland at the base of the 
terraces also provides a visually attractive 
setting for relaxation. It is also a visual cue 
of sustainable options. People who are 
exposed to obvious integrated sustainability 
are more likely to behave sustainably.
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Harbourside Business Park 
Perspectives

The perspectives show both a before photo of the area and then the site as 
it might appear after design implementation. This is to give a sense of the 
experience of the site. This is an important way for landscape architects to 
enable clients to visualise the outcomes generated from plans and sections. 
These are potential outcome suggestions as initially the vegetation will be 
smaller and changes could be made during the implementation as is often 
the case with design outcomes.

The provided perspectives incorporate major areas of design intervention 
included in the detail plans and sections.

1
4

32

Perspective Context
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1. Boardwalk 
Before and After

Heading from Harbourside Business Park car parking down to public boardwalk via footpath. Sight line extends into the 
estuary using flax and Corten posts.
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2. Bottom of Terraces
Before and After

Looking at the central terracing from the base of the slope, this includes one of the “room” social spaces. 
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3. Top of Terraces
Before and After

Looking at the central terracing from the top of the slope down towards the car parking. This shows access and “room” 
social spaces, along with the use of sight lines.
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4. Wetland 
Before and After

The wetland from behind one of the commercial buildings and looking up the second set of terraces.
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9. Conclusion
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The research question this thesis aimed to answer was “How can landscape architects 
advance sustainability within industry through the use of social interaction and behaviour?”

Research was performed around the issues of sustainability, industry, social interaction and 
behaviour and the findings were linked to landscape architecture. The findings suggested that 
altering behaviour will improve sustainability. Social interaction was chosen as the device to 
influence behavior and techniques to achieve this were applied to Harbourside Business Park 
through a series of design interventions. These interventions were designed to facilitate and 
enhance social interactions within the site as a mechanism to enhance sustainable behaviour.

Design Reflection

A design methodology was developed around the use of positive social interactions to 
improve sustainability by altering people’s behaviour and attitude. The primary aim of 
the design was to increase the quantity and quality of the social interactions occurring in 
Harbourside Business Park, a medium and light industrial centre in Rosebank Peninsula, 
Auckland. This was to encourage sustainable behaviour and lead to a more holistically 
sustainable industrial site. Harbourside Business Park was used to test the methodology and 
see if it was possible to design social interaction and affect sustainability in a pre-existing 
industrial location. 

The final design outcome was a result of the research, analysis and early design 
investigations. Feedback and input was also received from the site’s body corporate to ensure 
suitability and practicality. Each design move aimed to affect the social functioning of the 
site, with a secondary aim to increase environmental quality. The final refined outcome was 
selected as the most appropriate design to tackle the site conditions, such as slope and lack 
of connectivity, as well as provide an increase in opportunities for social interaction. It was 
also the most visually and physically cohesive design. The principles and techniques behind 
the design interventions are translatable to other existing industrial sites. As an example, the 
sight lines between buildings and the wider environment could be used within any global 
industrial landscape with changes to materiality and placement based on site conditions.

The central concept behind the design was about providing communal space. Providing social 
space is the one way to design opportunities for social interaction. A significant amount of 
time was spent identifying the best places for social space through the research and analysis 
phase. However, the question continued to remain: Was one big space the best option? Or 
multiple smaller spaces spread across the site? It was hard to know which would generate 
more positive social interactions. Eventually one primary social space location was chosen 
with the idea that it was more important to encourage a larger quantity of people to gather 
in one place rather than spread them across the site in smaller numbers. It was important to 
provide a range of options for use of the social space to appeal to a larger number of users. 
This led to the development of social space at a range of scales and influenced the decision 
to include terracing. The provision of a central communal space with a variety of uses should 
strongly increase the quantity and quality of social interaction in the site. The biggest issue 
was attracting people from the site’s fringes to a central location; however the sight lines, 
footpaths and improved aesthetics all contribute to making this goal possible. 

The design brings people together which is one of the most important ways to increase the 
quantity of social interactions. Bringing people together ensures there will always be some 
sort of social interaction and experience happening. Of course there is the possibility some 
of these will be negative, but this design has aimed to increase the chance that they will be 
positive through aesthetics, use of space and wider contextual connections. Similarly, the 
longer people stay within a place, whether an overall site or specific spot within the site, 
the more likely social activities and interaction will take place. Fleeting visits or immediately 
leaving after work reduces social opportunities, therefore providing places to sit or walk such 
as the terraces and footpaths should increase time spent in Harbourside Business Park.

Connectivity is another way the Harbourside Business Park design works toward 
sustainability. Connectivity to other people on site, companies and the public will contribute 
to social interaction. The peninsula-wide proposed pedestrian/cycle network contributes 
to social connectivity and encourages sustainable behaviour and attitude through exposure 
to the natural environment and easier and more appealing alternative transport options. 
Improved pedestrian connections reduce the original vehicular focus of the site and create 
links between companies, the terraced communal space and the wider Rosebank Peninsula. 
Visually the site is now more connected and aesthetically pleasing and works to draw people 
to it.

9. Conclusion
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Strong aesthetic elements including the sight lines and terracing are used within the design 
to inspire pride of place. People who are proud of their environment and workplace are more 
willing to take care of it and invest time and effort into it as per Joan I. Nassauer (1997). The 
storm water terraces and wetland also improves the site’s visual aesthetics and demonstrate 
that sustainable and ecologically sound design interventions can be both appealing and 
functional.

The design process has made it clear that it is hard to assure sustainable behaviour changes 
through any method of landscape design. It is possible to increase the likelihood of social 
interactions and encourage sustainable behaviour. One of the biggest challenges faced in 
this project was to design social interaction. It is not easily achievable; however setting up 
situations where social interaction is likely to occur was the most feasible way to achieve this 
goal. There also needs to be obvious sustainable changes to the site to inspire, and options 
presented for sustainable behaviour to occur, to utilise the social interactions as agents for 
change. Though it is impossible to guarantee a change in behaviour as a result of positive 
social interaction, the design aims to ensure increased opportunities for positive interactions 
as a way to influence behaviour in at least a fraction of the people on site.

The design aims to generate and improve social interaction through a set of design 
interventions that are easily able to be implemented. By providing social interaction 
opportunities and drawing people together along with demonstrating sustainable techniques, 
people’s behaviour and attitude should become more sustainable. This shift should increase 
care of the site, increase sustainable choices and encourage companies to embrace the idea 
of social, economic and environmental sustainability.

General Reflection

The original focus of this project was on ecological and environmental sustainability within 
industrial contexts. Soon after the research commenced it became obvious that ecological 
and environmental sustainability had frequently been the subject of research for many 
landscape architects. Continuing the discussion through this project did not appear to 
contribute to the wider knowledge of landscape architecture. During the research, a strong 
social thread emerged as related to both landscape architecture and sustainability. People’s 
involvement in a site became an increasingly important factor and integral to achieving 
sustainability. 

Within the theory about generating sustainability in existing industrial sites it appeared 
there was little focus on landscape; rather there was a focus on organisational or production 
changes to create more sustainable industry. Landscape as an agent of sustainability was 
primarily only considered in greenfield industrial sites. Continued research into behaviour, 
social interaction and social sustainability shaped the research focus on social interaction and 
behaviour as means to sustainable improvements within existing industry. If people behave in 
a sustainable manner this could lead to a more sustainable future for industrial companies.

Social interaction and behaviour have widespread effects on both an individual and a 
collective’s environment and perception. Christie Manning (2009) suggested that behaviour 
can become more sustainable through the understanding of why and how people participate 
in environmentally negative or positive behaviours as well as making sustainable actions 
normal and routine while getting people to take personal responsibility to achieve a degree 
of sustainability. In order to achieve this through design making choices convenient or 
attractive will encourage people to use a site differently and change the current pattern of 
behaviour. People affected positively by their environment are more inclined to take care of 
the environment and act sustainably as per Nassauer and Eaton (1997). Human physiology 
is linked to positive social interactions and their effect on people in a work environment. 
Emily D. Heaphy and Jane E. Dutton (2008) suggested that work places should create and 
facilitate positive social interactions to benefit employees physically and mentally. Essentially 
social interactions affect physical and mental health, and creating positive interactions 
within a work place can improve workplace behavior and results. The effect of positive social 
interactions on mental health can also be utilised to improve sustainable behaviours.

Social interaction typically occurs between people directly but there is a range of interactions 
from the subtle ones such as eye contact or a casual “Hi” to group discussions, planned 
events or mutual lunches. Social interactions do not have to be obvious to influence a 
person’s behaviour or attitude. Simple things, such as seeing someone else participating in 
an action, can be enough to influence the viewer to participate in the same action. This can 
be utilised in design of the landscape to generate sustainable behaviour. The more people 
within a general area ,the greater the chance of social interactions occurring, therefore 
industrial sites, particularly industrial parks, provide an ideal situation for these to occur. 
Creating community space can generate increased social interactions between different 
groups of people. According to Heaphy and Dutton (2008), people who have had positive 
work place interactions are healthier and able to perform at a higher level. More efficient and 
higher performing people end up being greater contributors to business performance. This 
means that an increase in positive social interactions can contribute to both economic and 
environmental sustainability.

Changing behaviour through design can alter how people view sustainability and how they 
behave in their environments. It can be as simple as signage to increase knowledge, or more 
complicated for example ensuring the environment is relatable to a wide variety of users to 
encourage them to feel personally responsible. Optimum social behaviours often will change 
depending on the specific site and could include taking personal responsibility, sustainable 
behaviours offered as the default choice, people interacting with each other and the 
environment, and actions to increase knowledge such as education.

Visual aesthetics are an important aspect of people’s acceptance and appreciation of their 
environment and sometimes landscape architects need to alter the landscape to help 
generate positive attitudes and appreciation of sustainable design. Physical improvement 
wasn’t the ultimate goal in this project, however, as aesthetics are unable to achieve 
economic, social and environmental sustainability. They are used as a tool to increase and 
improve social interactions as a method of increasing sustainable behaviour, which will then 
translate to both industry and environment.
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A new methodology was created as a result of the research findings; this was the design 
of social interactions to improve sustainable behaviour. Out of this methodology came 
five outcomes that demonstrate how landscape architects can use design to shape social 
interaction and industrial sustainability. 

Pedestrian Networks
Pedestrian routes and connections are important to get people out into the wider 
environment while providing safe recreation and access to social spaces. These networks 
are primarily based on footpaths and cycleways and provide an alternative transport 
option to the traditional vehicle dependence. Christie Manning (2009) emphasized that 
it is easier to get people to behave sustainably if you make it the social default.  This is 
because people are directly influenced in their behaviour by what others are doing. Car 
dependence is considered a social norm because the large majority of people do it. Providing 
opportunities to practise sustainable behaviour and making sustainable actions accessible 
to all demographics encourages sustainability to become routine and normal.  A pedestrian 
network emphasizes and encourages a more sustainable form of transport, which could 
encourage routine use. 

Pedestrian networks can also play an important role in connecting people to the natural 
environment by placing them within an ecological context in a safe manner to encourage 
an ecological and sustainable appreciation. Highbrook Business Park in Auckland uses 
extensive footpaths for recreation and connectivity to the wider natural environment. This 
was designed to encourage sustainable attitudes and use through exposure to storm water 
management techniques and existing ecology.

Social Spaces
Space dedicated to social activities helps to generate social interactions and experience. 
They need to be suitable for a range of activities and users to improve pride of place 
and encourage care of a site and sustainable choices. Social space encourages positive 
experiences and can also improve landscape aesthetics and appeal. Sustainable behavior can 
often be the result of other events, according to Christie Manning (2009). Social interaction 
can be the instigator of sustainable behaviour.

Communal spaces can be designed to optimize social interactions according to Shu-Chun Lucy 
Huang (2004). Social interaction is more likely to happen in communal social spaces that are 
flexible and appeal to a range of users, have a level of visual aesthetics and orientate features 
such as seating and coffee carts to encourage face to face contact. These communal spaces 
can also increase the quantity of social interactions. 

Post-industrial redevelopments have demonstrated the importance of social space and 
activities to increase sustainability. Zhongshan Shipyard Park created by Turenscape and 
situated in China uses social space to change perceptions on ecology and sustainability 
(Turenscape, 2012), while Kathryn Gustafson’s Cultuurpark Westergasfabriek in the 
Netherlands integrates both culture and nature and utilises the planned and unplanned social 
activities to increase knowledge of environmental sustainability and generate economic 
sustainability as well (‘Westergasfabriek’, 2011). In the German development Arkadien 
Winnenden designed by Atelier Dreiseitl, social interaction is used along with materiality and 
the natural environment to help generate sustainability (Landezine, 2013).

Sight Lines
These visual trajectories delineate lines of sight between building entrances and/or building 
entrances and other areas of notable importance such as communal space. They work to 
draw people across a site and provide a distinct visual aesthetic that helps to organise the 
site. The sight lines should be visually distinct and cross both hard surfaces and vegetation. 

Marcia M. Eaton (Nassauer, 1997) said that if people are repeatedly attracted to something 
that aesthetic will influence experience. Aesthetic experience can influence sustainability by 
drawing attention to ecological values. It can also draw attention to other people, communal 
space or sustainable site interventions. This means sight lines can utilise the aesthetic 
experience to draw attention to sustainable site initiatives or areas of social interaction 
opportunities. This can also be related to the proposal of Joan I. Nassauer’s (1995) to use 
aesthetics and signs of care to appeal to people and encourage an appreciation of ecology 
and to change perceptions about the wider environment.

The way to generate an aesthetic that benefits ecology, according to Mark Johnson, 
(Thompson, G., & Steiner, F. R., 1997) was through artistic design. He also suggested that 
landscapes should be designed to be open-ended with the ability to be perceived uniquely 
by different users. Using people, art and ecology to create a designed landscape that appeals 
to a wide range of people encourages environmental appreciation. Sight lines can use this 
artistic aesthetic to generate a more sustainable attitude and connect people with the natural 
ecology when present.

Changes in Elevation
Altering elevation and ensuring variation in physical heights can increase visual connectivity 
and physical accessibility. This is a physical site change that can expose views, make slopes 
easier to navigate, create variety within social space and add visual interest.

According to Neil G. Cummings (2012) there is a direct relationship between the physical 
environment and people’s behaviour, and for sustainability to work there needs to be a focus 
on how people relate to their physical environments.  Design that facilitates sustainable 
behaviour makes the choices convenient and socially acceptable. Jack Ahern (2005) 
suggested integration between science and design will work towards increased sustainability 
and spatial concepts can be a powerful way to convey a concept or idea through design and 
words. Ensuring accessibility is provided, both visual and physical, can help people relate to 
the environment and make sustainable behaviour easier and more appealing.
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Storm Water Management
Storm water management techniques can physically improve environmental sustainability 
and make sustainable techniques obvious to people without sacrificing visual aesthetics. In 
particular, rain gardens, stormwater planters, wetlands and green roofs can be utilised. As per 
Mark Johnson (Thompson, G., & Steiner, F. R., 1997), a designer’s role is to bring ecology into 
the city while meeting and changing aesthetic conventions. Landscape architecture needs to 
find a balance between common aesthetic tastes, a tokenistic approach to ecology and actual 
functioning ecological process. 

Joan I. Nassauer (1995) suggests that if design can protect or reveal ecological processes 
and use elements of well-maintained landscapes to provide cultural aesthetics, then not 
only will people become more accepting of ecology, but they will be more likely to care for 
the landscape as well. High quality, well designed and maintained storm water management 
devices can merge common cultural aesthetics with functioning ecological processes. This 
should generate an increase in the care and overall sustainability of a site.

The connection between social interactions and industrial sustainability was not foreseen at 
the conception of this master’s project. It evolved through the research, and although it could 
be seen as a challenging topic, it addresses a very specific niche in landscape architecture 
theory. It was difficult to translate the research into design outcomes as much of the existing 
theory is from disciplines other than landscape architecture. The socially focused design 
methodology was created to solve this issue. Sustainability can be linked to social interactions 
as they can change and influence behaviour - this can lead to more sustainable behaviour, 
which in turn could lead to sustainable industrial practice. 

The result appears to be a fairly successful and realistic outcome for an existing industrial 
site to improve environmental, social and economic sustainability. This proposal is not the 
complete solution for existing industrial sustainability; there also needs to be changes within 
the industries themselves, along with education about sustainable importance to improve 
the industrial context more substantially and with the aim of global sustainable outcomes. 
Sustainable design, such as storm water management techniques, reduction of impervious 
surfaces and similar design outcomes also cannot be dismissed in addressing sustainable 
industrial landscapes. Social interactions and their effect on sustainable behaviour in an 
industrial context are perhaps only a small piece of the wider issues pertaining to global 
sustainability.
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